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Shooting raises 
safety questions at 
Chicago university 
The death of a University 
of Chicago student 
Amadou Cisse has officials 
wondering if their new 
emergency alert system 
needs tweaking | Page 3 
Men, women and 
possible platonic 
relationships 
Brandon Wray guestions 
his belief that people of 
opposite genders can just 
be friends | Page 4 
Campus preacher 
doesn't present 
the whole picture 
Guest columnist Ray 
Rondini explains why he 
finds the Bible-thumper 
outside the Union 
'deplorable | Page 4 
Dozens of homes 
destroyed in 
California fire 
Firefighters fought back 
with an aerial assault 
to contain a wildfire in 
Malibu. More than 4,900 
acres of land was reported 
destroyed | Page 8 
The Falcons get a 
report card 
Check out Sports Editor 
Colin Wilson's ratings 
for the Falcons offense, 
defense, special teams 
and this season's MVPs 
| Page 5 
The Falcons beat 
UT for the first 
time since 2003 
The BG football team 
entered Fridays game as 
the favorite with a 
4-4 record and came out 
triumphant, beating the 
Rockets 37-10 
| Page 5 
Holiday rain leaves standing water on campus, with an icy future possible 
A HARD RAIN'S GONNA FALL: Jerome Library is reflected in a puddle of standing water from yesterday's rain showers The puddles may freeze in the early hours of the morning Temperatures are expected to drop below 
freezing every night this week, with more precipitation predicted next week in the form of snowfall 
USG discusses possible ethnic center 
Student government may pledge support for space in the Union 
By Kristan Vatas 
Reporter 
Members of the Undergraduate 
Student Government discussed 
whether to support an ethnic 
student center on campus at 
their general assembly meeting 
last night. 
Minority Affairs Senator Leo 
Almeida presented the resolu- 
tion and stressed the need for 
an educational and welcoming 
ethnic center on campus. 
"The student  ethnic center 
Leo Almeida 
Undergraduate 
Student Govt 
Minority Affairs 
Senator 
will spend time on individuals 
and will bring cohesiveness to 
multicultural organizations," he 
said. "It can also be used as a 
resource for any student needing 
to understand ethnic culture or 
tradition," 
Almeida became involved 
with the Ethnic Student Center 
core committee after attending 
a number of their meetings. He 
decided that a USG resolution 
supporting the center passed 
would help validate the idea. 
One of the main points dis- 
cussed by the student govern- 
ment was the location of the cen- 
ter, which would be placed in 
the multicultural lounge of the 
See USG | Page 2 
Bush signs deal for troops in Iraq 
What makes you curse? 
MIRIAM SAAS 
Junior, Biology 
"YMCA day campers" 
|P*« 4 
TODAY 
Partly cloudy 
,      High: 40, Low: 25 
TOMORROW 
Mostly cloudy 
High: 45, Low 30 
By Ban Ftllar 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — President Bush 
signed a deal setting the founda- 
tion for a potential long-term U.S. 
troop presence in Iraq yesterday, 
with details to be negotiated over 
matters that have defined the war 
debate at home—how many U.S. 
forces will stay in the country, and 
for how long. 
The agreement between Bush 
and Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al- 
Maliki confirms that the United 
States and Iraq will hash out an 
"enduring" relationship in mili- 
tary, economic and political terms. 
IX'tails of that relationship will be 
negotiated in 2008, with a com- 
pletion goal of luly, when the U.S. 
intends to finish withdrawing the 
I five combat brigades sent in 2007 
i as part of the troop buildup that has 
helped curb sectarian violence. 
" "What U.S. troops are doing, 
how many troops are required 
to do that, are bases required, 
which partners will join them 
— all these things are on the 
negotiating table," said Lt. Gen. 
Douglas Lute, President Bush's 
adviser on the wars in Iraq and 
^Afghanistan. 
»The proposal underlines how 
the United States and Iraq are 
exploring what their relation- 
ship might look like once the 
Robbery at local teen center 
calls for more security 
P£TRD*VIDJ0SEK    APPHO'0 
NOT THE END: A U.S. soldtet from the 5rd Brigade combat team of 101st Airborne 
Division searches a house during a patrol mission m the town of Youssifiyah in Iraq. 
U.S. significantly draws down 
its troop presence. It comes as a 
Democratic Congress — unsuc- 
cessfully, so far — prods Bush 
to withdraw troops faster than 
he wants. 
Bush and al-Maliki signed the 
See IRAQ | Page 2 
By Ryan Sullivan 
Reporter 
1 oral teens were supposed to 
be surprised when they walked 
in and saw a 40-inch HDTV 
waiting for them at the Bowling 
Green Teen Center. 
Instead, center employees 
were the ones who got the 
shock when they arrived at the 
center located in the Veteran's 
Memorial Building at City Park. 
The television was missing. 
Two computers, three 
PlayStations, movies, most of 
the center's video games and 
some chairs were also report- 
edly missing before workers 
arrived at around 1 p.m. 
The center, which opened in 
September, is a place for stu- 
dents in seventh and eighth 
grade to go after school and 
was created as a result of com- 
munity concerns about youth 
suicide, said Niki Messmore, 
center director and University 
graduate student. 
Linda Dobb, University exec- 
utive vice president, said the 
teen center is a cooperative 
venture between the University, 
the city's parks and recreation 
department and the United 
Way. 
The teen center is staffed by 
University students and is a 
place where teens can study, 
get homework help or just go to 
hang out, Dobb said. 
"|The robberyl is a big dis- 
appointment, but it gives us a 
chance to step back and make 
sure things are secure and safe," 
Dobb said. 
Bowling Green police are 
investigating the robbery and 
declined comment on the inci- 
dent at press time. 
Though the missing items can 
be replaced, teen center offi- 
cials will be working to secure 
items before trying to replace 
them. Dobb said. 
She said the computers used 
at the teen center were donated 
by the University. 
"[The robbery] is a 
big disappointment, 
but it gives us a 
chance to step back 
and make sure things 
are secure and safe." 
Linda Dobb | University executive 
■ vice president 
Dobb said even though the 
items were stolen, there are still 
things to be gained from the 
theft. She said they might start 
putting locks on the comput- 
ers and keeping the movies in 
locked cabinets to try and pre- 
vent theft in the future. 
Messmore said there will be 
a fundraiser at McDonald's at 
1470 E. Wooster St. from 4 to 
7 p.m. today with a portion of 
proceeds going to the center. 
Mary Byers, administrative 
assistant and marketing super- 
visor for McDonald's, said when 
groups come in, they will usual- 
ly greet people when they come 
in the door and clean tables. 
"The percent of donations 
depends on the sales," Byers 
said. "The [donation amountl 
varies depending on how much 
the group promotes the event 
and the size of the group." 
The teen center is also accept- 
ing donations to the center from 
anybody in the community who 
wants to get involved. 
The group hopes lor dona- 
tions that might keep teens 
entertained during the colder 
months when outdoor pro- 
grams aren't possible, including 
movies and video games, Dobb 
said. 
People who wish to donate 
can get in touch with the group 
by either calling the Office of 
Service learning at 419-372- 
965 or the Teen Center at 419- 
280-0831. 
Black Friday: a nightmare for store 
employees, a celebration for shoppers 
i 
By Andy Ourlal 
Reporter 
t might not be recog- 
nized as a national 
holiday, but the day 
after Thanksgiving 
is a ritual in its own 
way to some. 
Black Friday — the Friday 
after Thanksgiving — is a much 
anticipated day for retail stores. 
Store owners extend business 
hours and offer the best deals 
of the year to attract shoppers 
looking for the best bargains. 
It is not official but the day is 
called Black Friday because of a 
long-time idea that most stores 
are in debt (or in the red) before 
that day. Black Friday is thought 
to be the day the accounting 
department sees a net gain 
resulting in a profit. 
According to the National 
Retail Federation, more than 140 
"Basically I love shopping [on] Black Friday 
for the excitement and thrills. Seeing people 
outside waiting for low prices in the freezing 
cold is astonishing." 
Eliegh Robinson | Avid holiday shopper 
million people made purchases 
on Black Friday in 2006, averag- 
ing around $360 per transac- 
tion. This was an increase of 
almost 19 percent from 2005. 
University student and annu- 
al avid shopper Eliegh Robinson 
says it is an experience to go 
shopping and witness what 
happens. 
"Basically I love shopping [on) 
Black Friday for the excitement 
and thrills," Robinson said. 
"Seeing people outside waiting 
for low prices in the freezing 
cold is astonishing." 
Black Friday is one of the most 
profitable and busiest days for 
retail stores. 
"It is really good for the econ- 
omy because it helps maximize 
profits for different retailers," 
Robinson said. 
Even smaller, local stores 
experience more traffic due to 
this day. 
Independently-owned 
Finders Records at 128 N. Main 
St. prepared for the day by mak- 
See FRIDAY | Page 2 
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FRIDAY 
From Page 1 
jug sure extra staff were then- lo 
help customers out. 
"W'v usually schedule a couple 
more people so there is always 
someone at the register and some 
people on the floor to help cus- 
tomers find what they are look- 
ing for." finders manager Laura 
I redericks said. 
In addition to providing extra 
help and a friendly atmosphere, 
local businesses present differ- 
ent varieties in products, unlike a 
major retail store where they care 
to the public and not the individ- 
ual's need, said Sheri LaFontaine, 
manager of the children's toy 
store Love and Irani at the Ibwn 
Center at Levis Commons in 
IVrrysburg. 
Because her store offers lead- 
bee toys. LaFontaine said it reas- 
sures buyers. 
"It allows people to give gifts 
that are safe and they are com- 
forted by them," LaFontaine said. 
One thing stores like finders 
Records and Love and Learn 
do not have to deal with are the 
potential customers lining up 
and crowding the store's entrance 
as early as dawn on Friday morn- 
ing. 
As restless customers wail 
outside mega retail stores hours 
before the store opens, animosity 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
We want to correct all factual errors. 
If you think an error has been made, 
call The BG News at 419-572-6966. 
A page 1 article on Nov. 20 incor- 
rectly spelled the name of the coun- 
try of Slovakia 
An article on page 2 of the same 
issue incorrectly stated the number 
of people expected to attend the 
Family Motor Coach Association's 
86th International Convention to be 
held in Bowling Green m July 2009. 
About 8.000 to 10.000 people are 
expected at the convention. 
builds and people can get rest- 
less. 
Howling (ireen Wal-Mart 
cashier lesse Bockhahn worked 
during Black Friday and noticed 
bow crazy some of the customers 
can get. 
Some people will do anything 
to get the gilt they want by using 
their aggression and being pos- 
sessive of certain gifts they "need" 
to have for their children or them- 
selves. Bockhahn said. 
"I don't understand it how 
people can be so rude," she said. 
"It's not the Christmas spirit at all 
Ibecausel it brings out the worst 
in people." 
By working in a mega retail 
store, Bockhahn has first-hand 
knowledge of how people are on 
this day and tries to avoid them 
at all costs. 
"I think I would rather wait to 
buy whatever I need the day after 
even if I had to pay five or ten dol- 
lars more than deal with people," 
Bockhahn said. 
Bockhahn did not experience 
any brutality from customers this 
year, but said she heard some 
rumors. 
Although Black Friday can be 
a pain for workers, it remains a 
customer's Super Bowl. 
Ii'sthetimeofyour life because 
it is the one day you get to race 
against and push people down to 
get to the product that you want," 
Hobinson said. 
USG 
From Page t 
Bowen-Thompson Student 
Union. A number of senators 
present at the meeting felt that 
if the lounge was turned into 
the ESC, it would prevent stu- 
dents from using the space as 
a study area. 
"If an opportunity is pre- 
sented, Ithe committeel will 
try and move into the offices 
next door that are currently 
being used for technical sup- 
port," Almeida said in response 
to the concerns. 
If turned into the F.SC, the 
lounge would be used to host 
meetings and discussions 
between student organizations 
that would offer an accepting 
and welcoming atmosphere. 
Vice President Nick Gamero, 
who is in favor of passing the 
resolution, feels the promise 
of collaboration between the 
two different organizations is 
appealing. 
"Working together is key," he 
said. "An organization that can 
better manage other organi- 
zations is beneficial to every- 
body." 
And even if the multicul- 
tural lounge is transformed 
into the Ethnic Student Center, 
Almeida said minority stu- 
dents will not be the only ones 
"An organization 
that can better 
manage other 
organizations 
is beneficial to 
everybody." 
Nick Gamero | Vice president 
welcome, 
"The doors will be open to 
everybody," he said. "There are 
no requirements for students 
to use the lounge." 
Although the proposed 
Ethnic Student Center origi- 
nally lacked support from the 
University community, the 
roughly eight-member core 
committee behind it has com- 
piled a list of organizations 
and names of students who 
support their goals and aims. 
But USG President Johnnie 
I.. I.ewis, who feels that the 
idea would be greatly ben- 
eficial to the University, still 
wants to hear more about the 
center before he passes the 
resolution. 
"I need to understand exact- 
ly what the center's purpose 
is before signing it," he said. 
"Right now, that's my biggest 
concern." 
IRAQ 
From Page 1 
new U.S.-lr.tq "declaration of 
principles" during a secure video 
conference yesterday morning. 
Al-Maliki. in a televised 
address, said his government 
would ask the United Nations to 
renew the mandate for the mul- 
tinational force for one final time 
v.nh its authorization to end in 
200ft 
The U.S.-Iraq agreement will 
replacethepresentU.N.mandate 
regulating the presence of the 
U.S.-led forces in Iraq. Al-Maliki 
said the agreement provides for 
U.S. support for the "democratic 
regime in Iraq against domestic 
and external dangers." 
It also would help the Iraqi 
government thwart any attempt 
to suspend or repeal a constitu- 
tion drafted with U.S. help and 
adopted in a nationwide vote in 
2005. That appeared to be a ref- 
erence to any attempt to remove 
the government by violence or 
in a coup. 
Al-Maliki said the renewal of 
the multinational forces' man- 
date was conditional on the 
repeal of what he called restric- 
tions on Iraqi sovereignty intro- 
duced in 1990 try theU.N.Securiry 
Council to punish Iraq for invad- 
ing neighboring Kuwait. 
The new agreement would 
not signal an end to the U.S. mis- 
sion here. But it could change 
the roles under which U.S. sol- 
diers operate and give the Iraqis a 
greater role in determining their 
mission. 
Two Republican senators said 
that unless Baghdad makes more 
political progress by lanuary, the 
U.S. should consider withdraw- 
ing financial aid or political sup- 
port from al-Maliki. 
The warnings, coming from 
Sens 1 Jndsey Graham and Saxby 
Chambliss, were an indication 
that while GOP patience on 
the war has increased this fall 
because of security gains made 
by the military, it isn't bottom- 
less. 
BLOTTER 
WEDNESDAY 
2:58 A.M. 
Bryan Pacak of Parma Heights. 
Ohio, was cited for theft. 
11:37 A.M. 
Someone entered an unlocked vehi- 
cle on Troup Avenue and scattered 
items around. Nothing was.taken 
from the vehicle. 
11:52 A.M. 
A wallet was taken from an unlocked 
car on University Lane. 
2:38 P.M. 
Someone took a CD player and 
three video games, valued at a total 
of $240. from an unlocked car on 
Troup Avenue. The car door was left 
open in the rain, resulting in about 
$500 worth of water damage. 
2:45 P.M. 
Susan Bernice Christensen. 41. 
of Bowling Green, was arrested 
for criminal trespass at Wal-Mart. 
Christensen had previously been 
banned from the store for a prior 
shoplifting incident. 
7:44 P.M. 
A Les Paul guitar and case, valued at 
$1,000. were taken from an unlocked 
vehicle on South Summit Street. 
FRIDAY 
2:51 A.M. 
A CD case was taken from a vehicle 
on Valleyview Drive. 
3:53 A.M. 
Someone entered an unlocked 
vehicle on Harvest Lane. Nothing 
was taken. 
3:54 A.M. 
Someone tried to break into a van 
on Knollwood Drive, damaging the 
door handle which will now need to 
be replaced. Total cost of damage 
is $1,500. 
SATURDAY 
1:45 A.M. 
Adam S. Rogers. 22. of Hartville. 
Ohio, was issued a civil citation for 
public urination 
2:41 A.M. 
Police found Rashelle J. Sanders. 
32. of Bowling Green, intoxicated, 
passed-out and laying partially in the 
roadway on South Prospect Street. 
When police asked who she was. 
she gave the fake name of Latasha 
Heat. She was arrested for disorderly 
conduct 
4:08 P.M. 
A flag was reported stolen after the 
football game from the stadium on 
Friday. 
SUNDAY 
12:43 A.M. 
Corey S. James. 22. of Canton. 
Ohio, was cited lor public urination 
on East Court Street. 
2:03 A.M. 
Joshua C. Hopple. 22. of Jerry City. 
Ohio, and Daniel R. Hopple. 25. of 
North Baltimore. Ohio, were each 
arrested for assault at a home on 
Parkview Drive. 
3:53 P.M. 
A student reported his XBox 360 
and Nintendo Wii stolen from his 
room in Kreischer 
9:24 P.M. 
Adrienne Seabrooks of Columbus. 
OH. was cited for possession of 
marijuana less then 100 grams. 
9:26 P.M. 
Sometime between Wednesday 
and Saturday, unknown subjects 
tore up the bushes and smashed 
the pumpkins of a home on West 
Reed Avenue It appears that the 
subjects then went inside the garage 
and were smoking and drinking, but 
nothing was taken from the garage. 
10:55 P.M. 
A student reported his laptop stolen 
from the Union 
MONDAY 
12:55 A.M. 
A manager at Waffle House on East 
Wooster Street called to report an 
unruly customer. The patron made 
rude hand gestures to the manager 
and told her that she would die 
alone The customer was gone by 
the time police arrived. 
Visit BGNEWS.com 
119 Clay St. $695.00 ■    1 
308 N. Enterprise $745.00 ■     \ 
201 Georgia $525.00 • 
Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
www.newloverentals.com                  j 
' • Two Bedroom Houses 
Whatever lh.it maior may be With a Huntinglon Education Loan, you'll have the money you need 
for educational expenses So you can stress aboul your classes and not about how lo pay for Ihem 
Call 866-244-4202 lor more information, or visit us al www.HuntingtonCollegeLoans.com OHuntmgton 
'-'.■■..■ el ■    ■    r     . ■ 
' 'fpoMled Allrighl   ■ 
r   , ^ 
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91-year-old finds a sense 
of belonging at college 
By Ruth Padiw.r 
MCT 
HACKENSACK. NJ. - Harold 
Dinzcs may be ihe oldest college 
kid in New lersey and is surely 
one of the most gung-ho. 
At 91, Dinzcs is a history major 
at Montclair State University at a 
time when the percentage of col- 
lege students age 65 and older has 
plummeted in New lersey. 
I'our days a week, the Passaic, 
N.J.. man is on campus wearing 
jeans and a backpack like any 
other student, drawn by the lure 
of academics and a conviction 
that he has discovered a place 
where he finally belongs. He has 
even asked the administration if 
he Can be buried at the school. 
As he makes his way across 
campus, I )inzes is greeted by pro- 
lessors, smrlarii'sand classmates 
whowaveand holler,'I li I larold!" 
At the academic advising office, 
t he counselors welcome him with 
hugs and pecks on the cheek. At 
the library, mature librarians 
and young interns wfaispa with 
him about gems in the stacks. At 
the student cafe, pals from class 
plop down beside him to discuss 
assignments. 
These kids." he says, refer- 
ring to everyone on campus 
under HO, "make me feel like a 
million bucks." 
Around him. the coeds who 
aren't smooching are typing 
on laptops, listening to il'ods 
or chatting on cellphones — all 
contraptions that seem to Dinzes 
like futuristic wizardry. Dinzes 
doesn't even have a typewriter 
CHRIS MDOTA *H» 
COLLEGE LIFE: Harold Dinzes. 91, is the oldest student at Montclair State University in 
Montclair. New Jersey. 
I lis teachers allow him to write his 
assignments by hand, which he 
does in three drafts: one in chick- 
en scratch to get his ideas down, 
a second to pull it together and a 
third to |>erfect his penmanship. 
There arc, of course, other 
reminders of his age. ()n his first 
day at school, he scoped out every 
bathroom on campus because 
the water pill he takes for his heart 
requires a quick response 
'•'I was so naive when I started 
here," he says. T asked a kid sit- 
ting next to me if I had to raise 
my hand when I had to go to 
the bathroom. No, the kid said, 
you can just go. I thought. Wow, 
it wasn't like that when I went to 
high school" 
Even before Dinzes graduated 
from Passaic High in the 1930s, 
he dreamed of going to college 
hut his family needed him to 
work. I lis parents could afford 
to send onlv one child to school 
and Dinzes' sister was the brainier 
one. Their mother hocked all her 
jewelry to pay the tab. 
In 1942, Dinzes was drafted, 
spending four years with the 
Army in the South Pacific. He 
yearned for books but the only 
book at the base — besides Army 
manuals, and he even read those 
— was a worn copy of Plato. 1 le 
read it until it came apart in the 
jungle humidity. 
When the war ended. Dinzes 
signed up as a reservist But In 
1950, with tensions rising in 
Korea, he was tapped again. I lis 
wife was four months' pregnant 
with their first child. Dinzes served 
until 1953, 
After his return. Dinzes worked 
with his lather in a plumbing sup- 
ply shop, which I>inzeseventually 
took over. 1 lis sons worked with 
him until he closed shop at age 
84. trounced by the I lome Depot 
down the street. 
GET A LIFE 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS ■      llp.ni 
1
 .  ... 
Some events taken from events bgsuedu APA Conference Falcon Marching Band 
Union Bookstore entramce Banquet 
8 a.m. -11 p.m. 202A Union 
Muslim Student Association a.m    , ,. ;;i 
Prayer Room T-shirt Sales 7:50 - 9 p.m. 
204 Olscimp 118-6 Union Table Space RSA General Assembly 
Meeting 
Violence and Art Film Series Cocoon Shelter 
207 Union 
204 Fine Arts Bldq 118-4 Union Table Space 8 p.m. 
Oceans in Space 
112 Physical Science Building 
Prairie Margins Raffle Weight Watchers at Work 
118-6 Union Table Space 515 Union 9 -10 p.m. 
.    n r\m University Film 
Laura Gajewski - Mixed 
p  
How to: Women's Self 
Organization Meeting 
105 South Hall 
Media Resin Works Defense 
The Little Gallery 316 Union 
Resident Advisor 
Silent Solidarity pick-up Prairie Margins Raffle 
Information Session 
Harshman Community Room 
208 Union 118-7 Union Table Space 
Customer 
Appreciation Day! 
Wednesday, November 28,2007 
} the Falcon's Nest from 8am - 8pm 
In appreciation of our customers, we will 
be offering a FREE fountain beverage with any purchase. 
'offer excludes coffee & cappuccino beverages 
NEST 
1045 N.Main 7B 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
419-353-5800 
Management Inc. www.meccabg.com 
Student Housing 
meccabg.com 
Chicago campus death 
raises security questions 
By Axam Ahmed. Jodi S. Cohen 
and Robert Mite hum 
MCT 
CHICAGO — For the few hun- 
dred congregated at the vigil on 
the University of Chicago's quad 
last Tuesday, there was a mixture 
of fear, grief and numbness. 
The shooting death of 
Amadou Cisse, a Senegalese 
doctoral student full of promise, 
has also raised questions about 
the school's emergency alert 
system and broader concerns 
about safety in the Hyde I'ark 
community. 
I-ast Tuesday, university offi- 
cials said they would review 
whether they waited KM) long 
— nine hours —toalert students 
to the murder of Cisse, 29, as he 
walked to his off-campus home 
at about 1 :'M) a.m. Monday. In I he 
hour before, two other attacks 
against university students and 
a staffer occurred within blocks 
of the slaying. 
While school officials knew 
about the fatal shooting by about 
2:30 a.m., they decided not to 
tell students until they bad more 
facts, university spokeswoman 
Julie Peterson said. It was the 
first test of their text-messag- 
ing emergency alert system, 
she said. 
"At that time, I don't think 
anybody was discussing or con- 
sidering sending an immediate 
alert to the campus commu- 
nity in the middle of the night" 
she said. "In retrospect, it's a 
fair question about whether we 
wanted to do that.'' 
Chicago police put out an alert 
for a car that may have been 
involved in the two other inci- 
dents — an attempted shoot- 
ing of a university staff member 
and the robbery of two female 
students by five men. Police 
described the four-door car as 
light silver or white, with one red 
door on the driver's side. 
"The incident makes me 
have second thoughts 
about studying 
in this country." 
Keremcan Alp | Int'l student 
last Tuesday, students made 
their way through the foggy 
campus to class, the routine a 
way of preserving their sense of 
security. 
"People are cautious talking 
about it." said Joseph Apodaca, 
25, a fifth-year undergraduate 
student. "They don't want to 
know details. It's scary to think 
about it loo much thai it hap- 
pened to a student." 
()t hers resigned themselves to 
the dangers of an urban envi- 
ronment and questioned how 
much the measures taken by the 
university can safeguard them. 
"The incident makes me have 
second thoughts about studying 
in this country." said Keremcan 
Alp, 1!1!, an international stu- 
dent from Turkey. "Adding more 
buses and more free rides won't 
make us more safe." 
Some talked about the com- 
plexities of studying at a school 
where gentrilication and school 
expansions can leave students 
confronted with unfamiliar sur- 
roundings. 
As she handed out fliers for a 
rally to mourn Cisse's murder. 
Angela Sears, 45, a commu- 
nity activist who works at the 
Woodlawn Early Childhood 
Development Center, spoke of 
the tension in the community as 
the university extended south. 
Olusola Akintunde. 30. a con- 
sultant with the university, said a 
social disconnect exists Ix'tween 
the students and the residents 
that live in the neighborhoods 
sunounding the university. Much 
of it has to do with gentrilication. 
Rising interest 
to learn different 
languages 
ByUi.M.Kriag.r 
MCT 
College students are increas- 
ingly opting to study Middle 
Kastcrn.Africanand Asian lan- 
guages rather lhan Spanish. 
French and German, accord- 
ing to a major new survey by 
a group that has tracked such 
statislics for nearly 50 years. 
A study by the Modern 
Language Association 
released earlier this month, 
the lirsl since 2002, offers a 
snapshot of student interest in 
languages in the fall of 2006 at 
all post-secondary schools in 
the country. 
Still, Spanish is by far the 
most popular language stud- 
ied at U.S. colleges and univer- 
sities, the study found. 
For reasons ranging from 
Sept. 11 to the Internet and the 
globalization of the American 
economy, the largest increas- 
es in interest were in Middle 
Eastern and African languag- 
es, where enrollments grew 
by 55.9 percent and in Asian 
and Pacific languages, which 
reported a 24.(i increase. 
"There is a readiness on 
the part of many students to 
study what have long been 
considered less familiar and 
more difficult languages," 
said Karin Ryding, a mem- 
ber of ihe MI.A's the associa- 
tion's Committee on Foreign 
Languages and Professor 
nt Arabic at Georgetown 
University in Washington 
D.C. 
"Americans are, above all, 
pragmatic language learners," 
said Uyding at a news confer- 
ence Nov. 13. "If they see a 
vital need in terms of nation- 
al interest or professional 
opportunity, they will invest 
the lime and energy to study 
those languages." 
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET wwes you curser 
"Getting kicked in 
the-.shins." 
TODDGILSDORF, 
Senior. Middle Childhood 
Education 
"Getting cut off on 
the toad." 
BRITTNEYRAGIN. 
Jun.ot.VCT 
"Losing at Super 
Smash Bros." 
WES STRICTER, 
Senior. Classic Civilizations 
"When people 
don't live up to their 
responsibilities." 
KIERRA CLARK. 
Junior. Biology 
k VISIT US AT BGNEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bgnews.com. 
Me and my friend, 
sittin in a tree... 
Can men and women be 
friends? 
Harely an issue generations 
ago because the answer was 
simply no, it is a modern ques- 
tion as gender roles change and 
workplaces become more inte- 
grated. 
I began thinking about this 
after a recent argument with 
my 27-year-old younger brother. 
He told me thai I should stop 
hanging around with married 
women, engaged women or 
females who were olherwise in 
relationships. 11 is comments 
came after I look an old college 
friend, who has a boyfriend, as 
my dale to another old college 
Mend's wedding and after I 
went to lunch with another old 
friend who is married. 
I le said if his girlfriend was 
asked to a wedding, out to lunch 
or even regularly talked on the 
phone with another guy he'd 
"probably bust the guy's ass" 
even though he would not be 
jealous or think his girlfriend 
was cheating on him. 
He actually said, "its just not 
right" for his girl to have other 
guy friends. For one reason, he 
said male-female friendships 
just put a strain on their primary 
relationship. 
I immediately told him he was 
slill living in the 1950s, was loo 
Republican and spent loo much 
lime listening to Glenn Beck. I 
told him his girlfriend should 
have as many male friends as 
she wants and il is probably 
unusual for neither to have any 
friends of the opposite sex. 
I told him I have numerous 
female friends, in relationships 
or not, and we are totally cool. 
Bui being the open-minded 
person I am, I decided to give 
what I thought were his closed- 
minded views a little thought 
and do a little research. 
II also so happened about 
this same lime I found out there 
was a totally untrue rumor thai 
I was sleeping with this female 
friend at work, simply because 
we seem to have long, intense 
conversations. Now this girl, 
who is 11 years younger than me 
(but still legal, I am just really 
old) is single but I still saw that 
the people who proliferated 
the rumor probably shared my 
brother's thinking. 
And while disputing my 
brother's argument, I admitted 
to him that before one of my 
female friends was married and 
having problems with her future 
husband she and I made out 
and considered dating before 
"I do have numerous 
female friends. 
Several started out 
as me liking them 
romantically. I would 
find the attraction 
was not mutual and 
we became good 
friends." 
she got back together with him. 
I believe this was the "we were 
on a break!" issue Ross had on 
"Friends." 
Maybe I was helping make my 
brother's case. 
Match.com recently did a sur- 
vey on the issue. I lere are some 
of the highlights: 
"Do you believe men and 
women can be plalonic 
friends?" 
Yes: 83 percent 
No: II percent 
Unsure: 6 percent 
Have you had a plalonic 
friendship lhat crossed the line 
and became romantic or sexual? 
Yes: 62 percent 
No: 36 percent 
Unsure: 2 percent (Brandon's 
note - how can you be unsure 
about this?) 
"Who is more likely lo misin- 
terpret the intimacy of friend- 
ship for sexual desire?" 
Men: 64 percent 
Women: 25 percent 
Unsure: II percent 
"Is it possible to fall in love 
with someone who first enters 
your life as a friend?" 
Yes: 94 percent 
No: 4 percent 
Unsure: 2 percent 
"Do you hope that when you 
do fall in love, your partner will 
have started out as your friend?" 
Yes: 71 percent 
No: 9 percent 
Unsure: 20 percent 
"Who is belter at keeping sex 
out of a plalonic relationship?" 
Men: 13 percent 
Women: 67 percent 
Unsure: 20 percent 
Okay, (he Malch.com sur- 
vey is pretty interesting. Most 
people, and many psychologists 
according lo a Psychology Today 
article, said they think men 
and women can and should be 
friends. It also says sometimes 
things do get physical and guys 
generally may either mistake the 
friendship as something more or 
simply try to get some action off 
their friend. 
WRAY 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story? 
Here's how to get In touch with us for letters to the editor 
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com. 
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union 
Information Center. 
■ Call us at 419-372-6966. 
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall. 
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page. 
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Tough diplomatic road ahead 
for building Middle East peace 
"Will Annapolis give hope for peace in 
the Middle East? Previous opportunities 
have been cute photo-ops that went up in 
gunfire back in the Middle East." 
HWENDAH 
MMAIIUTHA 
:i "•'■,-■ 
Today, Annapolis, Maryland: 
international leaders, including 
representatives from the United 
Stales, Israel, the Palestinian 
Authority and several Arab stales 
are meeting. Why?To further 
build a foundation upon which 
Israelis and Palestinians can 
move toward a peace agreement. 
Il is another effort at resuscitat- 
ing the perpetually half-dead 
Middle Bast peace process. 
Brokered and hosted by the 
United Slates, the gathering will 
be opened by U.S. President 
George Bush, Success at 
Annapolis will be good news all 
around, not just in the Middle 
East. For President Bush, suc- 
cess might as well go down in 
history as his most phenomenal 
achievement it could be his 
legacy. 
VViil Annapolis give hope 
for peace in the Middle last? 
Previous opportunities have 
been cute photo-ops that went 
up in gunfire back in the Middle 
East If Annapolis resuscitates 
the half-dead "road map" and 
eggs ihe peace process towards 
the home stretch, it will be worth 
the hype, effort and hope. 
Going into the conference 
has not been exactly easy. 
Condoleezza Rice, U.S. secretary 
of state, has been working hard 
lo bring il to bear. In what she 
called a "political horizon" for 
the Palestinians, Condi planned 
TOMORROW IN FORUM 
Levi Joseph Wonder on the 
pros and cons of the charge- 
card meal plan at the University. 
Sean Martin takes on the 
University of Delaware's 
freshman diversity training 
program. 
A column by Jason Snead. 
to have Mahmoud Abbas and 
Israeli Prime Minister IJuid 
Olmert go to Annapolis with a 
declaration. I lowever, this came 
a cropper; the two sides' hair- 
splitting on borders, Jerusalem 
and "right of return'' scuttled her 
plan. 
Even as the clock ticks to 
Annapolis, the White I louse is 
still hopeful of a declaration: 
President Bush has been doing 
high-end diplomacy with the 
two leaders to urge them on. 
1 lowever, the Middle Hast 
leaders haw not been having 
it easy: Mahmoud Abbas has 
been having sleepless nights 
from, ironically, a democratically 
elected, belligerent I lamas thai 
kicked Fatah out of the Gaza 
Strip in the summer, fie is hence 
grasping at straws of credibility 
as the one supposed to be in 
control. 
Ditto Olmert. With a shaky 
i tiliiig coalition at home, he 
has been walking on egg shells. 
Olmert has in his coalition men 
to whom the idea of indepen- 
dent Palestine is anathema. They 
claim that Palestinians are jusl 
interested in driving the lewish 
state into the sea. 
The positions these two men 
occupy are unenviable; they 
both have constituencies that 
want peace (or make preten- 
sions to peaceful aspirations) but 
are unwilling to cede any ground 
in the pursuit for the same. 
As much as Olmert and Abbas 
might be willing to sign a peace 
treaty giving their two nations a 
chance at a happy independent 
coexistence, they live in the 
shadow of unrelenting elector- 
ates (mainly vested interest 
groups) that would toss them to 
high hell for giving concessions. 
Peace in the region remains 
elusive precisely because of 
these recalcitrant positions. Each 
has a raft of conditions that the 
other has to meet. Israel wants 
Palestinians (Abbas) to establish 
full authority in the territories 
they hold for now. 
This means effectively deal- 
ing with hordes of men who arc 
always too happy to shool or lob 
bombs into Israeli settlements. 
Israel will also hear none of 
the right of return for Palestine 
refugees scattered to the four 
winds in 1948 when ihe state 
was founded and it bristles at the 
thought of sharing Jerusalem. 
On the other hand, 
Palestinians want the Israelis lo 
stop encroaching on their land 
(those settlements), a shared 
Jemsalem, the right of return for 
Palestinian refugees and a pre- 
1967 border plan. 
Thai neither wants to budge is 
defeatist. Ihe mutual hard-line 
stance is their greatest undoing 
It has led lo the assassination of 
a peace-seeking Israeli prime 
minister, reduced the region into 
a time bomb and emboldened 
a gung-ho army in the name of 
I lamas thai now mles the roost 
in the Gaza strip. Both sides ada- 
manUy see their engagement as 
a zero-sum game, never a posi- 
tive sum game where everyone 
wins. 
Il will be too ambitious to 
expect President Bush to unfurl 
a map delineating two states, 
Israel and Palestine at Annapolis. 
I lowever, the conference can 
do much by coming closer to a 
map. Obviously, it will take time, 
tough negotiations, tough con- 
cessions and an abandonment 
of zero sum game plans and 
quid pro quos. 
Both Israel and Palestine 
should come out of Annapolis 
with at least the following That 
a border means pre-1967, that 
See MWENDAH (Page S 
The 
wrong 
gospel 
RAYRONMNI ! GUEST COLUMNIST 
As many of the University 
community are aware, there 
is a man who frequents the 
Union Oval with a guitar 
slung around his shoul- 
ders and a Bible in hand. 
He preaches a message of 
repentance for the salvation 
of souls. He is, of course, 
a Christian. As a fellow 
Christian, I wish lo address 
some issues that are raised in 
my mind by his very presence 
on campus. 
While his intention to lead 
others to salvation is admira- 
ble. I find his message incom- 
plete and his methods deplor- 
able. This man approaches 
people with Ihe awkward, 
often-intimidating question 
of, "Are you born again?", and 
alternates between speaking 
one-on-one with passers-by 
and preaching lo whomever 
his voice will carry. The main 
issue I have with his message 
is thai it is largely incomplete. 
It only gets half the picture. 
What he fails to mention 
SeeR0NDINI|Page5 
Politics' 
dot-com 
ALEX MERCED GUEST COLUMNS! 
Thirty-thousand people 
gave $4.3 million, an online 
i txil.l i .using record and larg- 
est fundraising day for a GOP 
candidate, to Ron Paul on 
Nov. 5. What was a landmark 
day in grassroots-powered 
fundraising is now called 
a "Money Bomb." Now the 
Paul-powered grassroots have 
two more "bombs" in order 
lo continue the momentum: 
RudysReadingList.com, an 
effort lo hit the campaign's 
$12 million goal on Nov. 30; 
and TeaParty07.com, a push 
to raise $10 million on Dec. 16 
in celebration of the Boston 
Tea Party. Both sites are filled 
with relevant videos and 
graphs and visual appeal. 
So what has this "revolu- 
tion" in fundraising meant 
for other campaigns who 
have typically relied on fund- 
ing from ihe special interests 
and campaign-matching 
See MERCED I s5 
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From Page 5 
while proclaiming to people 
thai ihey are essentially going 
to be damned forever if they 
don't approach god in the "right 
way," is the love and mercy of 
god which is absolute and per- 
fect; god is love. He proclaims   ' 
to people that their souls are 
in need of a savior without 
ever explaining fully who that 
Savior, )esus, is; his message 
is incomplete. Whether the 
reade: believes the claims 
of Christianity is completely 
unimportant in this forum 
— I'm neither trying to convert 
people nor incite a religious 
debate. 
The point is that this man, as 
a Christian, needs to present 
the whole story. Currently he 
makes it seem as though all 
Christians go around with 
a sordid "holier-than-thou" 
attitude condemning people 
to Hell. On the contrary, fully 
authentic Christians love peo- 
ple exactly as they are, they do 
not judge them! 
Furthermore, my other issue 
"Just about every person who walks by him 
while he is preaching quickens their step, 
drops their gaze and rushes past in the hope 
of avoiding any interaction at all." 
is as I said: I find his methods 
deplorable, lust about every 
person who walks by him while 
he is preaching quickens their 
step, drops their gaze and rush- 
es past in the hope of avoiding 
any interaction at all. Thus, his 
message that jesus Christ died 
for us and loves us absolutely 
(a great truth!) is lost on deaf 
ears and even becomes some- 
thing to be mocked. Clearly, 
this "bullhorn preaching" 
approach is not only ineffective, 
it is also largely offensive and 
obnoxious. Students are typi- 
cally already in a hurry to get to 
class; being accosted by a ran- 
dom stranger is not generally a 
pleasant occurrence. 
That being said, I have this 
request to make of the Bowling 
Green community: Please do 
not paint all Christians with 
the same brush! In no way do 
I, as a Christian, condone or 
appreciate the methods this 
man employs. Likewise, those 
Christians who are seeking to 
be charitable and loving to their 
neighbors resent being associ- 
ated with such blatant pre- 
sumption and arrogance that 
this man, who claims to know 
the state of peoples' hearts, 
minds and souls, exudes. His 
heart is in the right place; how- 
ever, his tact, compassion, char- 
ity, and love for his fellow man 
leave something to be desired. 
So, again, I implore you, fel- 
low members of this great aca- 
demic community, do not judge 
the book that is Christianity 
by this one man who thinks he 
should be the cover. 
Roiulini is a senior majoring 
in electronics and computer tech- 
nology'. Send responses to his col- 
umn to 0tenews9bgfwius.com. 
MERCED 
From Page 5 
dollars — both from which Ron 
Paul refuses funding? They try 
to replicate it. BarackObama, 
Fred Thompson and Mike 
Huckabee supporters have all 
attempted efforts like these 
already. 
Obama, who is supposed to 
have the largest online support 
next to Paul, only managed 
to raise around Sfi.OOO dollars 
from his grassroots fundraiser. 
Ibis to me was quite shock- 
ing, that a supposed "first-tier" 
candidate raised so little com- 
pared to GQ's "Dark Horse of 
the Year." Also, "first-tier" Pled 
Thompson had "Fred's Giving 
Day," which failed to even get 
100 people signed up, and 
many of those signed up sup- 
posedly from other campaigns 
as a "joke." Mike Huckabee had 
his "A Buck for Huck" effort, 
which raised a respectable 
S200.000 yet that is what the 
Paul campaign pull typically 
on a daily basis from supporter- 
only donations. 
"Fundraising has proven that Paul's 
campaign isn't quite as 'third tier' as Giuliani 
or Romney would have you believe, yet the 
question of whether donations mean votes 
still rack the brain." 
Dennis Kucinich supporters 
are planning an effort on Dec. 
15. Bill of Rights Day. which is 
a day before Pauls TeapartyO" 
com. This effort copies exactly 
the route of Paul's fundrais- 
ers with a goal of 100.000 
pledges of S100. It will be seen 
il Kucinich can prove the trend 
wrong, and be the only other 
candidate than Paul to have 
successful go at an effort like 
this. Paul and Kucinich are 
probably the most vocal can- 
didates about ending l he war 
and bringing troops home, and 
have many times said they are 
good friends. 
Why has Paul been able to 
raise money faster and stronger 
than any other candidate with- 
out special interests, yet stay 
only at 8 percent in the polls? 
There are many possibilities. It 
could be the way the polls are 
taken, it could be a political 
anomaly, or maybe it could be 
the possibility of demand for 
a conservative who is against 
foreign intervention and actu- 
ally for small government. 
Either way, fundraising has 
proven that Paul's campaign 
isn't quite as "third tier" as 
Giuliani or Romney would have 
you believe, yet the question of 
whether donations mean votes 
still rack the brain. 
Merced is a senior major- 
ing in popular culture. Send 
responses to his column to 
lhenews@bgneu's.com. 
WRAY 
From Page 5 
I think my own life mirrors 
this survey. 1 do have numerous 
female friends. Several started 
out as me liking them romanti- 
cally. I would find the attraction 
was not mutual and we became 
good friends. Maybe I am just a 
sadist and enjoyed the constant 
reminder of rejection. 
In several cases, I remain 
very good friends with ex-girl- 
friends. I am even close with 
one's husband. 
The roommate I most got 
along with was a platonic 
female friend. Perhaps it helped 
that we were both dating other 
people at the time. 
The Psychology Today article 
states that men are able to more 
openly communicate their 
feelings and get support from 
women, while women enjoy 
taking a break from the often 
very emotionally draining rela- 
tionships they have with other 
women. 
The article suggests perhaps 
establishing boundaries with 
opposite sex friends. Maybe 
communicating to your signifi- 
cant other those boundaries 
will make them feel more 
at ease. 
I would never give up my 
female friends just because of 
a societal attitude, but based 
on my track record and the 
research maybe my brother 
and [are lied on this one. 
St'iul /espouses to Brandons 
column to llienews("l>gnews.com. 
Carbon tax deserves serious look 
THE DAILY TA» HEEL IGUES1 COLUMNIST 
The evidence for global warming 
is "unequivocal." according to the 
United Nation's latest report on 
climate change, and that sense of 
urgency has finally reached the 
U.S. Congress. 
America's Climate Security Act 
would implement a cap-and- 
rrade scheme, putting a limit 
on carbon emissions and either 
giving away or selling permits 
to pollute that could lie traded 
between companies. 
Although it's likely the bill won't 
pass the first time around, we're 
glad to see Congress finally doing 
something to seriously address 
the problems of climate change 
and carbon emissions. It's just a 
shame that it picked the second- 
best option. 
While politically unpopular, 
levying a carbon tax is the most 
economically efficient way to 
combat climate change. 
Hie main problem with a 
cap-and-trade system revolves 
around setting the quantity of 
liemiits issues and the ensuing 
effects on their price. 
Ideally, the price would lie 
such that the firms that find it 
most costly to reduce their emis- 
sions will simply buy permits 
from those that can cut emis- 
sions widi the least expense. 
But if the government idiots 
too many pennits, the price will 
plummet and firms will buy the 
low-priced permits instead of 
cutting emissions. 
On the other hand, issuing too 
few permits will lead to higher 
prices, which will cause firms' 
costs to increase exponentially 
and stifle economic growth. 
If politicians knew precisely 
what quantity of pennits would 
elicit that ideal price, then the 
system would work perfectly 
— but they don't. 
Directly targeting die price 
of emissions with a carbon tax 
reduces that inefficiency. 
If politicians misjudge the 
price of the tax and emissions 
don't fell to die appropriate level, 
it's economically much less costly 
during the time that it takes to 
change the price of the tax than 
the time to recall or issue more 
permits. 
The other major advantage to 
a carbon tax. besides improving 
market efficiency, is that the rev- 
enue from the tax goes straight 
into government coffers. 
TTiat money could be used 
to reduce taxes in other areas to 
lessen the impact on both the 
consumers and industry, who 
will share the burden of the lax 
through higher costs and higher 
prices 
A carbon tax is also superior 
to subsidizing alternative energy 
industries, as it provides a stron- 
ger incentive to cut emissions 
while still providing a strong 
financial reason to develop other 
energy sources. 
Unfortunately, a carbon tax 
has little support outside of 
economists, though a number 
of presidential candidates have 
endorsed the idea of a cap-and- 
trade system. 
Therefore, we need a new 
moniker for a carbon tax 
because, to quote JJC Rowling, 
"fear of a name increases fear of 
the thing itself." 
It should lie something like a 
pun, so that it doesn't sound like 
a tax but is still accurate, such 
as: "America's duty to preserve 
the quality of the world for its 
chiklien. 
Tlie Daily Tar Heel is the stu- 
dent newspaper at the University 
ofSorth Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
MWENDAH 
;   From Page 5 
Israel should compensate the 
new Palestine with land upon 
which it has built massive 
settlements, that lenisalem will 
be the capital of both slates and 
that right of return should be to 
the new Palestine, not pre-1967 
Israel. 
I k'linitely such a plan will 
make "zero-sum hardliners" 
in Israel and Palestine scream 
blue murder at the U.S. and 
the International community. 
I lovvever, bitter pills are some- 
times the only antidote to 
debilitating illnesses. Another 
lost opportunity will be too high 
a price to pay for die world and 
a win for anarchists who want 
to further destabilize the Middle 
Fast. 
Send responses to 
Mwendah'scohunnto 
theiieiesiii lignews.com. 
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U.S. and Iraq negotiate 
terms for future security 
By Qassim Abdul-Zahra 
The Associated Press 
BAGHDAD Iraq's govern- 
ment, seeking protection against 
foreign threats and internal 
coups, will offer the U.S. a long- 
term troop presence in Iraq in 
return for U.S. security guaran- 
tees as part of a strategic part- 
nership, two Iraqi officials said 
yesterday. 
The proposal, described to 
I he Associated I'ress by two 
senior Iraqi officials famil- 
iar with the issue, is one of the 
first indications that the United 
States and Iraq are beginning to 
explore what their relationship 
might look like once the U.S. sig- 
nificantly draws down its uoop 
presence. 
In Washington, President 
Bush's adviser on the Iraqi war, 
Lt. Gen. Douglas Lute, con- 
firmed the proposal, (ailing it "a 
set of principles from which to 
begin formal negotiations." 
As part of the package, the 
Iraqis want an end to the current 
U.N.-mandated multinational 
tunes mission, and also an end 
to all U.N'.-ordered restrictions 
on Iraq's sovereignty. 
In a televised address yes- 
terday, Prime Minister N'ouri 
al-Maliki said his government 
will ask the UN. to renew the 
mandate for the multinational 
force for one final time, with its 
authorization to end in 2008.1 le 
insisted that the U.N. remove all 
restrictions on Iraqi sovereignty. 
Iraq has been living under 
some form of U.N. restriction 
sincethe Iraqi invasion of Kuwait 
in 1990, the officials said. 
U.S. troops and other foreign 
forces operate in Iraq under a 
U.N. Security Council man- 
"It's not a treaty, but it's rather 
a set of principles from which to begin 
formal negotiations. Think of today's 
agreement as setting the agenda for the 
formal bilateral neogatiations." 
Douglas Lute | Lt. General 
date, which has been renewed 
annually since 200.'!. Iraqi offi- 
cials have said they want that 
next renewal which must be 
approved by the U.N. Security 
Council by the end of this year 
— to be the last. 
The two senior Iraqi officials 
said Iraqi authorities had dis- 
cussed the broad outlines of the 
proposal with U.S. military and 
diplomatic representatives. The 
Americans appeared generally 
favorable subject to negotiations 
on the details, which include 
preferential treatment for 
American investments, accord- 
ing to the Iraqi officials involved 
in the discussions. 
The two Iraqi officials, who 
are from two different political 
parties, spoke on condition of 
anonymity because the subject 
is sensitive. Members of parlia- 
ment were briefed on Ihe plan 
during a three-hour closed-door 
meeting Sunday, during which 
lawmakers loyal to radical cleric 
Muqtada al-Sadr objected to the 
formula. 
Preferential treatment for 
U.S. investors could provide a 
huge windfall if Iraq can achieve 
enough stability to exploit its 
vast oil resources. Such a deal 
would also enable the United 
States   to   maintain   leverage 
against Iranian expansion at 
a time of growing fears about 
Iehrail's nuclear aspirations. 
At the White I louse. Lute said 
ihe new agreement was not 
binding. 
"It's not a treaty, but it's 
rather a sel of principles from 
which to begin formal nego- 
tiations." Lute said. "Think of 
today's agreement as selling the 
agenda for Ihe formal bilateral 
negotiations." 
Those negotiations will take 
place during the course of 2006, 
with the goal of completion by 
Inly, Lute said. 
Ihe new agreement on prin- 
ciples spellsout what Ihe formal, 
final document will contain 
regarding political, economic 
and security matters. 
"We believe, and Iraqis' 
national leaders believe, that a 
long-term relationship with the 
United Slates is in our mutual 
interest," Lute said. 
Protn the Iraqi side. Lute said, 
having ihe U.S. as a "reliable, 
enduring partner with Iraq will 
cause different seels inside Ihe 
Iraqi political structure not to 
have lo hedge their bels in a 
go-it-alone-like selling, but 
rather they'll be able to bet on 
Ihe reliable partnership wilh the 
United Stales." 
Former Pakistan minister returns 
to Pakistan to end emergency rule 
SHAHKHA1ID     IP WOTO 
WELCOME BACK: Supporters o( former Prime Minuter Nawaz Shari drive towards Allama Iqbal International Airport to greet their 
leader in Lahore. Pakistan on Sunday 
Sharif returns home, attempts to restore order 
By Slobodan L«kic 
The Associated Press 
LAHORE. Pakistan — Exiled 
former Prime Minister Nawaz. 
Sharif returned home to a hero's 
welcome Sunday and called on 
PresidentGen.Pervez.Musharraf 
to end emergency rule before 
elections, a fresh challenge to 
the U.S.-backed leader. 
"These (emergencyl condi- 
tions are not conducive to free 
and fair elections," Sharif told 
reporters al Ihe airporl after 
arriving from Saudi Arabia. 
"I think ihe constitution of 
Pakistan should be restored, and 
there should be rule of law." 
Sharif, the head of one of 
the country's main opposition 
parties, said he had not negoti- 
ated his return with Musharraf, 
Experience college life in 
Auxuntf 
who overthrew him in a 1999 
coup. Musharraf expelled Sharif 
when he first tried come back to 
Pakistan (his year. 
"My return is not the result 
of any deal," Sharif told report- 
ers. "My life and death are for 
Pakistan." 
Thousands of frenzied sup- 
porters pushed past police bar- 
ricades Into the airport in this 
eastern city, carrying Sharif and 
his brother on their shoulders 
and cheering wildly as Sharif 
stood among them on a raised 
platform. An armored car car- 
rying Sharif left the airport on 
a procession toward a shrine in 
the center of the dry, surround 
ed by screaming supporters. 
Musharraf has grown 
increasingly unpopular since 
he declared a suite of emergen- 
cy on Nov. 3, locking up thou- 
sands of opponents, purginglhe 
Supreme Court and muzzling 
the media. 
If Sharif and other opposition 
parties refute to lake par! in 
parliamentary elections slated 
for lanuary, it would under- 
mine Musharraf's claim to be 
taking the country back toward 
democracy. Equally tricky for 
Musharraf would be an alliance 
between Sharif and another 
recently returned prime minis- 
ter, Benazir Bhutto. 
"If they come to us with a 
proposal of any electoral alli- 
ance, we will consider this 
positively." Bhutto said aboard 
a flight from Karachi to her 
hometown of Larkana, in 
southern Pakistan. "1 welcome 
him home." 
Bush meets with Mideast 
leaders before conference 
By Ann* Gr.ii.in 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON   —   President 
Bush stepped cautiously into 
Ihe most direct Mideast peace- 
making of his administration 
yesterday, meeting separately 
with the leaders of Israel and the 
Palestinian Authority to explore 
whether peace is possible. 
A day ahead of a major M ideast 
peace conference in Annapolis. 
Md., Bush said he was optimis- 
tic. The gathering is to launch the 
first direct peace talks between 
Israel and the Palestinians of 
Bush's nearly seven years in 
office, and has attracted Aral) 
and other outside backing. 
Israeli and Palestinian lead- 
ers have already said they want 
to conclude a bargain within 
the 14 months that Bush has left 
in office. 
Bush emerged from an Oval 
Office meeting wilh Israeli 
Prime Minister Lhud Olmerl 
and told him: "I'm looking for- 
ward to continuing our serious 
dialogue wilh you and the presi- 
dent of the Palestinian Authority 
to see whether or not peace is 
possible. I'm optimistic. I know 
that you're optimistic." 
Next, he met with Palestinian 
Presidenl Mahmoud Abbas, who 
stressed the need to address 
issues of Palestinian statehood, 
st ickingpoints that have doomed 
previous peace efforts. 
"We have a great deal of hope 
that this conference will pro- 
duce permanent status nego- 
4VI0HAY0N     •■.•■■•■ it. 
A BARGAIN?: Israel Prime Minister Ehud 
Olmerl. and his wile Aba arrive at Andrews 
Air Force Base. Md on Sunday. 
tialions. expanded negotia- 
tions, over all permanent status 
issues that would lead to a peace 
agreement between Israel and 
the Palestinian people," he said. 
"This is a great initiative and 
we need his (Bush's) continuing 
effort lo achieve Ihis objective.* 
Olmerl said thai interna- 
tional support — from Bush 
and also, presumably, from the 
Arab nations that will attend the 
conference — could make this 
effort succeed where others have 
failed. 
"This time, it's different 
because we are going lo have 
a lot of participation in what I 
hope will launch a serious pro- 
cess negotiation between us and 
the Palestinians," Olmerl said. 
He was referring lo the talks 
expected to begin in earnest 
after this week's U.S.-hosted 
meetings. 
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Malibu blaze mostly contained 
due to favorable conditions 
By Thomas Watlelnt 
The Associated Press 
MALIBU, Calif. — Favorable 
weather and an aerial assault 
early helped firefighters nearly 
contain a blaze yesterday that 
destroyed dozens of homes along 
winding canyon roads, the sec- 
ond major fire here in as many 
months. 
A cool breeze blowing in from 
the Pacific Ocean kept temper- 
atures low and moisture levels 
high Sunday, while 30 aircraft 
repeatedly dropped fire retar- 
dant and water that snuffed out 
most of the flames. Early yester- 
day, two more planes were back 
in the air. 
The fire was 90 percent con- 
tained yesterday after burning 
more than 4,900 acres. I'ire offi- 
cials said they hope to have the 
blaze under control by 6 p.m. 
yesterday. 
Residents made their way back 
Sunday to see if their homes were 
among the 53 that were burned 
to the ground. Several homes 
along Corral Canyon Road, which 
bore the brunt of the blaze, were 
reduced to blackened wrecks, 
while many others were virtually 
unscathed. 
"There's no rhyme or reason 
to it," said Frank Churchill, who 
returned home with his wife and 
four children to find his white 
stucco home largely undamaged, 
while three neighboring homes 
were leveled. "It doesn't make 
sense." 
Thirty-four other homes were 
damaged and as many as 14,000 
people were evacuated from the 
blaze, which was whipped up by 
hot, dry Santa Ana winds. 
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger 
surveyed the damage and 
hugged Jennifer Grossman who 
returned from a trip to find her 
home destroyed. 
"This is very, very sad," 
Schwarzenegger said to 
Grossman. "We're going to help 
you." 
Malibu was still recovering 
from  last  month's  4.565-acre 
STEPHEN 0SMAN    AP PHOTO 
CALIFORNIA WILDFIRES: California Gov Arnold Schwarzenegger tours an area of 
burned homes off Corral Canyon Road. Malibu. Calif on Sunday 
Canyon lire that destroyed six 
homes, two businesses and a 
church when the winds began 
whipping up again. 
"You think it's over for the year, 
and then, it's here we go again," 
Montebello City Pire Capt. 
I-'emando I'eliaz said as his crew 
soaked down the still-smolder- 
ing remains of a home. 
Hundreds of firefighters and 
equipment from throughout 
the state had been positioned in 
Southern California for most of 
the week because of the predict- 
ed Santa Ana winds. 
Investigators said the fire, 
which broke out along a dirt road 
off a paved highway, was caused 
by humans, but they had not 
determined if it was started inten- 
tionally, county fire Inspector 
Rick Domingucz said. 
Sheriff's deputies with blood- 
hounds were seen headed into 
the area that residents said is a 
popular spot for outdoor par- 
tying by young people. Several 
locals were convinced the fire 
was started by late-night revelers 
who may have lit a campfire. 
"I've been up there and seen 
howling groups of teenagers 
drinking," (Corral Canyon Road 
resident Ricardo Means, 57, said 
of the rugged spot near the far 
end of the winding road where 
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blackened beer bottles could be 
seen littering the ground. 
Malibu, with homes tucked 
into deep and narrow canyons 
along 27 miles of coast on the 
southern foot of the Santa Monica 
Mountains, is prone toSanta Ana- 
driven wildfires. Amongthem was 
a 1993 blaze that destroyed 388 
structures, including 268 homes, 
and killed three people. 
Saturday's fire was west of the 
areas of Malibu that burned in 
October. Despite the constant 
threat of wildfires and other natu- 
ral hazards, residents seem to love 
living there. A sense of commu- 
nity, quietness compared to Los 
Angeles and proximity to nature 
are all cited by locals. 
"It's just tranquility after mad- 
ness of the city," said stem-cell 
researcher Denis Rodgerson, 
whose house survived. "It's a nice 
place." 
Associated Press writers Robert 
lablon and Christopher Weber in 
Malibn and Noaki Schu Ktrtz in Los 
Angeles contributed to tliis report. 
Toddler washed ashore 
believed to be 'Baby Grace' 
By Juan A. Lozano 
The Associated Press 
GALVESTON, Texas — 
Investigators said yesterday they 
are "fairly confident" that a tod- 
dler whose body washed ashore 
in a plastic box is the same little 
girl whom authorities dubbed 
"Baby Grace." 
Police were awaiting DNA test 
results to confirm the child's 
identity. Meanwhile, the moth- 
er and stepfather of 2-year-old 
Riley Ann Sawyers were in cus- 
tody on charges of hurting the 
girl. 
"It was a few weeks ago I held 
up this little shoe and asked 
'Who is Baby Grace? Who does 
this belong to,'" sheriffs Maj. 
RayTuttoilmondo said at a news 
conference. "We're now fairly 
confident we know the answer 
to that." 
A fisherman found the child's 
remains Oct. 29 in Galveston 
Bay. An autopsy revealed three 
skull fractures, but the cause of 
death has not been determined. 
I in ii ii In ii null i said he could not 
discuss details of the little girl's 
death. 
"We still don't know the full 
details of what happened," he 
said. 
Riley and her mother, 
Kimberly Dawn Trcnor, moved 
this year from suburban 
Cleveland to Spring, about 75 
miles north of Galveston. 
Trenor, 19, and Royce Clyde 
Zeigler II, 24, were arrested early 
Saturday and charged with inju- 
E Royce Clyde Zeigler II Along with Trenor, charged with injury to a child 
Kimberly 
Dawn Trenor 
Mother of Riley 
Ann Sawyers 
ry to a child and tampering with 
evidence, Tuttoilmondo said. 
Bail was set at $350,000 each. 
Wendell Odom, Zeigler's 
attorney, declined to comment 
on the case. 
Gunshots fired at mall after 
gunman and security officer scuffle 
By Doric Turner 
The Associated Press 
DOUGLASVILLE, Ga. — A 
gunman tried to rob a security 
guard at a shopping mall yes- 
terday, and both men were shot 
as a panicked lunchtime crowd 
ran and ducked for cover, offi- 
cials and witnesses said. 
The guard's injuries were not 
believed to be life-threatening, 
said Bill Ball, general manager 
of the Arbor Place Mall. Police 
said the suspect's wounds were 
more severe. 
Shoppers and mall workers 
ran from the food court "with 
terror on their faces," said 
Diana Shasta, manager of a 
"I heard gunshots 
and I saw pieces of 
the sign flying out... 
it was scary." 
Calnna Lemley | Mall employee 
marketing company that has 
an office at the mall. 
"I've never been so fright- 
ened in my life," the 30-year-old 
said. "Everybody was running 
for their lives, grabbing their 
babies, pulling their friends." 
One bullet tore through a 
laminated sign at the Auntie 
Anne's pretzel stand, narrow- 
ly missing employee Catrina 
Lemley and manager Sharon 
Wilson. 
"1 heard gunshots and I saw 
pieces of the sign flying out. 
My manager told me to gel 
down," said Lemley, 19, who is 
eight months pregnant. "It was 
scary." 
The Brinks guard was in the 
mall to service ATM machines, 
Ball said. The guard was on the 
second floor when the robber 
approached and put a gun to 
his head, police said. 
They scuffled and both men 
fired, with the guard hit in the 
leg and suspect in the mouth, 
Douglasville Police Chief Joe 
Whisenant said. 
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FOOTBALL 
Mahone named 
MAC East Defensive 
Player of the Week 
For the second time this 
season. Falcon safety P.J. 
Mahone was honored with 
the award. Mahone had two 
interceptions and 10 tackles in 
Friday's game against Toledo. 
W. BASKETBALL 
Achter's 
performance 
doesn't go 
unnoticed by MAC 
For the second consecutive 
week in a row. BG's Kate 
Achter was named MAC 
East Player of the Week. 
Achter scored 32 points in a 
comeback victory against St. 
Bonaventure Saturday. 
SCHEDULE 
TODAY 
Men's Basketball: 
at Furman; 7 p.m. 
OUR CALL 
Today in Sports 
History 
I960 • Gordie Howe 
becomes the first NHL player 
to score 1.000 points. 
The List 
As we do at the beginning 
of every week, The BG News 
presents our fantasy studs for 
Week 12 of the NFL season. 
1. Brett Favrc(GB): 
Once again, the wise one 
ruins Thanksgiving in Detroit 
with a 381-yard, three 
touchdown performance. 
2. Drew Brees(NO): 
It was a good week for the 
Saints as Brees threw for 
three scores and ran for 
another. 
3. Chad Johnson 
(CIN):[below]Backto 
his old form, "Ocho Cinco" did 
it all, scoring three times and 
even operating a camera. 
4. Larry Fitzgerald 
(ARI): He caught two 
touchdowns and gained 
156 yards, if only his team 
didn't blow a lead and lose in 
overtime 
5. Minnesota 
defense: Four 
interceptions, three for scores 
and three sacks. It's safe to 
say Eli Manning wishes he'd 
thrown to his own players 
instead of Minnesota's. 
FALCONS 37 
Rout on 1-75 
Offense 
nearly perfect 
in rival romp 
By Bill Bordiwick 
Reporter 
It was the perfect capper to a not- 
so-perfect, but thrilling season. 
The BG football came into 
Friday's game as the favorite as it 
had rebounded from a4-4 start to 
win its last three games and had 
one game to win in what coach 
(iregg Brandon called 'BG's mini 
playoff." 
The Rockets came Into the 
game with a 5-6 record, but had 
beaten the Falcons in their last 
three meetings. They had reason 
to be confident — but so did the 
Falcons. 
BG, with everything on 
the line, came out and played 
inspired football from the start 
and dominated the Rockets en 
route to a 37-10 victory over its 
most-hated rival and trie first for 
this senior class. 
"It is huge, since we have not 
beaten them in three years," 
Brandon said. "We talked about 
that all week with the seniors 
— the last time we beat them 
was in 2003 right here in Bowling 
Green to win the West. It is extra 
special to get this win for those 
14 seniors." 
BG started off by driving the 
length of the field in its opening 
drive but fell short of the end 
zone after Toledo's defense stood 
strongandforcedaTylerShcehan 
fumble at the one-yard line. 
The defense picked the offense 
up two plays later by forcing a 
safety and the Falcons never 
looked back. 
BG followed up the safety by 
reaching into its old bag of tricks 
on the next drive. The drive saw 
the Falcons convert two fourth 
See TOLEDO | Page 10 
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BULL DOZIER: Erique Dozier celebrates after rushing UT's Clint Cochran and forcing an incompletion BG gave up a season-low 10 points 
Defense saves its best for last 
By Chris Voloschuk 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Senior defensive end Sean 
O'Drobinak was on what he 
described as the highest of highs 
Friday night, and it had nothing 
to do with the Peace Pipe Trophy 
that the Falcons won back from 
Toledo. It will serve as a lasting 
physical reminder of what hap- 
pened. 
The 2007 rollercoaster was 
over, and BG had accomplished 
several missions in just one 60- 
minute stretch. 
First, there was the decisive 37- 
10 victory over archrival Toledo. 
Then, with the victory, came the 
assurance that the Falcons will 
be playing in a bowl game some- 
where in the near future, lastly, 
and perhaps most importantly, 
O'Drobinak and the rest of BG's 
seniors were able to end their 
college careers at Doyt Perry 
Stadium on the best note pos- 
sible, beating Toledo for the first 
time in three years. 
"There's no other feeling," 
O'Drobinak said. "last time we 
beat |Toledo| I was just stand- 
ing on the sidelines. To actually 
contribute in this game and get 
the victory, I'm on cloud nine 
right now." 
The win served as BG's defen- 
sive statement game, the one 
they've been striving for all 
along. It could be considered 
their best outing of the season. 
And it came at the most impor- 
tant time and against their big- 
gest rival. 
The Rockets came into the 
game as a force on offense. 
Running back lalen Parmele was 
second in the Mid-American 
Conference in rushing with 
1,429 yards and 14 touchdowns. 
As a team, Toledo featured the 
best total offense (459.9 yards 
per game) and best scoring 
offense (35 points per game) in 
the entire conference. 
But in the game, BG was able 
to brush  the statistics aside. 
See DEFENSE | Page 10 
SCORING SUMMARY 
Flnt quartar 
7:55- BG team safety. 2-0 BG 
015- Freddie Barnes 11-yard 
pass from Anthony Turner 
(Simsa Vrvillo kick) 9-0 BG 
StaMal quarter 
10:30- Alex Steigerwald 21-yard 
field goal 9-3 BG 
4:00- Jermiah Kelley 4-yard pass 
from Tyler Sheehan (Vrvillo kick) 
16-3 BG 
Third quartar 
13:47- Nick Moore 37-yard pass 
from Clint Cochran (Steigerwald 
kick) 16-10 BG 
12:50- Jermiah Kelley 52-yard 
pass from Sheehan (Vrvillo kick) 
23-10 BG 
0:02- Chns Wright 17-yard pass 
from Sheehan (Vrvillo kick) 
30-10 BG 
Fourth quartar 
6:09- Turner 20-yard run (Vrvillo 
kick) 37-10 BG 
Grading the 
Falcons and 
giving awards 
The Falcons finished the regular 
season with an 8-4 record and 
will more than likely receive a 
bowl berth. Now I'll grade the 
team's season and hand out 
some awards. 
Offense: A 
This unit only had two sub-par 
games all season. And when the 
Falcons' record fell to 4-4, they 
answered the call. Quarterback 
Tyler Sheehan had plenty of 
weapons at his disposal and 
when one player was injured, 
another stepped up. Receivers 
like Chris Wright, lermiah Kelley 
and Tyrone Pronty waited in the 
wings and when Corey Partridge 
went down with a thumb inju- 
ry, the trio was able to fill the 
void. When running back Brie 
Ransom went down in week two, 
it was freshman Willie Geter and 
converted quarterback Anthony 
Turner who came to the aid of 
the running game. And let's not 
forget the constantly stellar play 
of the offensive line. 
Defense: C+ 
It's no secret that the Falcons 
struggled against the run this 
season. Gaudy stats by Ohio's 
Kalvin McRae, Kent's F.ugene 
larvis and Miami's Austin Sykes 
were a cause for concern, but 
in the final two games of the 
season, the Falcons got Michael 
Ream back from suspension and 
lacob I lardwick back from injury 
and the results were good. The 
defense also got help from the 
two-deep as safety P.J. Mahone 
filled in admirably for lerrett 
Sanderson with seven intercep- 
tions and freshman linebacker 
Glen Stanley took over for leading 
tackier lohn Haneline and put 
up similar numbers. The defense 
can be considered a weakness, 
but can hardly be blamed for any 
shortcomings. 
Special teams: B 
Sinisa Vrvillo was as good a 
placekicker the Falcons have had 
in a few years. He didn't miss 
a kick inside 40 yards and was 
15-of-19 overall. He was also per- 
fect on 46 extra-point attempts. 
Punter Nick lovinelli was also a 
n ice addition to the kick inggami' 
Heaveraged38yards per kickand 
had just two kicks blocked. The 
kickoff coverage was spotty at 
times, causing the Falcons to try 
directing their kicks and some- 
times giving up good field posi- 
tion. Roger Williams was one of 
the conference's best returners, 
averaging more than 23 yards 
per return. Williams was also the 
product of opponents kicking 
short to avoid big returns, which 
resulted in good field position. 
Offensive MVP: Tyler Sheehan 
The true sophomore out of 
Cincinnati was nothing short of 
impressive in 2007. He threw for 
23 touchdowns and more than 
3,000 yards. He also became a 
rushing threat later in the season 
with three scores on the ground. 
Take away his five-interception 
game against Boston College 
and Sheehan threw just six inter- 
See GRADES | Page 9 
Achter's late-game heroics lift BG 
By Chris Volo.chuk 
Assistant Sports Editor 
When the going got tough, Kate 
Achter got going. 
The result? A 68-61 come- 
from-behind victory over 
a previously unbeaten 
St. Bonaventure team 
Saturday night at Anderson 
Arena 
Ironically enough, the theme 
word for the game, written on a 
board in the locker room by coach 
Curt Miller, was "tough." 
Achter, a senior guard and one of 
the team's captains, led the way for 
the Falcons from the very begin- 
ning. She scored the teari's first 
10 points of the game and didn't 
look back, finishing with a career- 
best 32. She also pulled down six 
rebounds. 
In the last two minutes of the 
game, BG trailed the Bonnies 59- 
55. That's when Achter kicked it 
into high gear, scoring 11 points 
to give BG back the lead they'd lost 
early in the second half. 
The victory was no easy feat. 
"That is the best Bonaventure 
team in the history of their pro- 
gram," Miller said. "They're going 
to win over 16 games this year. 
They've never done that. Ml go 
down as the best team in the his- 
tory of their school." 
"That is a huge win, and more 
than anything, [St. Bonaventure'sl 
such a physical team, that for a 
young team to be able to compete 
and not give up and to battle toe- 
to-toe, that was huge," he said. 
«  Jim ttrnttmn 
See WOMEN I 
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UNSTOPPABLE: Kate Achter posts up 
against St. Bonaventure's Tiara Johnson 
Saturday Achter willed the Fakons to victory 
with 52 points She scored the first 10 for BG 
and had 11 points in the final two minutes. 
Temples second half too 
much for men at home 
By Colin Wilson 
Sports Editor 
The BG men's basketball team 
prides itself on holding its oppo- 
nents to a low shooting percent- 
age. That wasn't the case in 
Saturday's 72-55 loss to Temple 
(2-3) as the Falcons (3-2) allowed 
their opponents to shoot 68 per- 
cent in the second half. 
Temple's one-two punch 
of Mark Tyndale and Dionte 
Christmas scored 20 and 
19 points respectively and 
proved to be too much for BG's 
defense. 
"It seemed like they came out 
in the second half and wanted 
it more than us," said BG for- 
^T 
Nate Miller 
Scored 21 points 
and on 9-of-14 
shooting had seven 
rebounds Saturday. 
ward Nate Miller. "We did not 
play with the intensity that we 
should have." 
The game was tied at 31 at 
the half, but the cold-shooting 
Falcons couldn't take advantage 
of the Owls' defensive adjust- 
ments after the break. 
Temple stayed in a zone 
defense and jump shots weren't 
See HEN | Page 9 
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ceplions in his other 11 games 
and just four in conference play. 
His emergence allowed coach 
Gregg Brandon and offensive 
coordinator Mick McCall to 
open up the offense to its full 
capabilities. 
Defensive MVP: P.J. Mabone 
This is a close call, but 
Mahone's seven interceptions 
and 80 tackles prove that he had 
a huge impact on the defense. 
That's not to mention his 220 
return yards on those intercep- 
tions average out to more than 
32 yards per return and include 
one for a touchdown. Mahone's 
history as a running back is very 
evident by the way he returns the 
ball and breaks tackles, almost 
always giving the offense better 
field position. 
Special   learns MVP: Slnlsa 
Vrvlllo 
This junior-college transfer 
answered the prayers of players, 
coaches and fans by beinga con- 
sistent contributor for BG. It all 
started in the spring game when 
he kicked the game-winner and 
continued when he sent the 
Falcons' opener at Minnesota 
into overtime where they even- 
tually won. 
Manor: Anthony Turner 
After Starting the season as the 
aylor shot in possible robbery 
ENOCH WU i THE BG NEWS 
MR. SLASH: Anthony Turner (17) has established himsell as a runner, receiver and a passer 
which keeps defenses on their toes at all times. That's why we named him our X-lactor. 
No. 2 quarterback on the depth 
chart, Turner found a way to be 
on the field almost every down 
for the offense. He started taking 
direct snaps early in the season 
before lining up next to Sheehan 
and running as a true tailback. 
Turner ran for 501 yards on 101 
carries and nine touchdowns. 
He also caught 16 passes for 
152 yards and went 4-of-5 pass- 
ing with three touchdowns. A 
model of efficiency, Turner aver- 
aged more than 5.5 yards per 
touch and joined Freddie Barnes 
and Tyler Sheehan as the only 
Falcons to rush for, throw and 
catch a touchdown. 
Turning point: 4-4 
After an unexpected loss to 
Ohio University, the Falcons 
turned around and won their 
last four games, averaging more 
than 37 points per game. There 
is no doubt that as the MAG reg- 
ular season comes to a close, the 
Falcons are the team with the 
most momentum. 
Safety remains in 
critical condition 
at Miami hospital 
By Matt Sidaniky 
The Associated Press 
PALMETTO BAY. Fla. — 
Washington Redskins star safety 
Sean Taylor was in critical condi- 
tion yesterday after surgery for a 
gunshot wound to his leg during 
what police are investigating as 
a possible armed robbery at his 
home. 
The 24-year-old player was in 
the Intensive care unit at lackson 
Memorial Hospital after several 
hours of surgery, said family 
friend Itichard Sharpstcin. his for- 
mer lawyer, 'laylor lost a "signifi- 
cant" amount of blood because 
the bullet damaged his femoral 
artery, Sharpstein said. 
Doctors ate worried the blood 
loss might affect blood How to the 
brain, said Sharpstein, who was 
at the hospital with Taylor's family 
and friends. Taylor has had sever- 
ill on- and off-the-field problems 
— two years ago he was accused 
PETER 10CKIEY 
TAYLOR: Washington Redskins footbal 
player Sean Taylor is shown before the start 
of a game against the Jacksonville Jaguars in 
Jacksonville. Fla 
of brandishing a gun. 
Officers were sent to Taylor's 
home at about 1:45 a.m. alter 
his girlfriend called 911 and said 
he was shot in his lower body, 
U, Nancy Perez said. Taylor 
had missed the last two games 
because of a knee injury and was 
at home recuperating, laylor was 
airlifted to the hospital. 
Investigators were still inter- 
viewing the girlfriend and other 
relatives who were in the home to 
try to determine what happened, 
Perez said. No arrests have been 
made. 
"It could have been a possible 
burglary: it could have been a 
possible robbery," Perez said. "It 
lias not lieen confirmed as yet." 
Sharpstein said Taylor's girl- 
friend told him the couple was 
awakened by loud noises, and 
Taylor grabbed a machete he 
|BB8ps ill the Imlrooni for pro- 
tection. Someone then broke 
through the bedroom elixir and 
fired two shots, one missing and 
one hitting laylor, the lawyer 
said. 
"It was clearly a burglary, an 
armed burglary,'' Sharpstein said, 
adding nothing ap|iearcd to have 
been stolen. 
The shooting happened at a 
home laylor bought two years 
ago in the Miami suburb of 
Palmetto Bay, I he player is in his 
fourth season with the Redskins 
after playing at the Univcrsih 
of Miami, where he was an All- 
American in 21X13. IX-spilc his 
injury, he is tied for the NIC lead 
with live interceptions. 
In Ashburn, Va„ Redskins 
owner Dan Snyda said he was 
See TAYLOR I Page 10 
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Behind Achter's earty scoring 
surge and an effective 2-3 zone 
defense. BC! was able to take the 
lead from the beginning and led 
bv nine with 11:17 to go in the 
first half. 
But in the waning minutes of 
tlif half, the Bonnies began to 
break through the zone and hit 
their jump shots. At halftime, BG 
led by a single point, 34-33. While 
cutting into the lead, the Bonnies 
shot 50 percent from the field 
compared to BG's 38. 
In the second half, the Bonnies 
were able to go on a 17-6 run, and 
with just over 13 minutes left in 
the game led by nine. 
The rally started in the last six 
minutes of the game and led into 
the Achter scoring flurry at the 
end. Ibis time, it was the Bonnies 
who were having trouble scoring 
as they shot 29 percent in the halt. 
BG shot 42 percent. 
According to Miller, the team's 
ability to weather the storm and 
get back the lead near the end 
of the game revealed a lot about 
their makeup. 
"We grew up tonight," Miller 
said. "We got better tonight. We 
saw a lot of resilience out of a 
young group. We got contribu- 
tions off our bench down the 
stretch and we were tough when 
we needed to be." 
"I'm really proud," he added. 
That is as gutty of a win as I've 
been involved in since we've been 
at BG. We had every reason to 
fold and we did not fold, and led 
by Kate Achter, just willed us to 
the win." 
While it wasn't Achter's great- 
est scoring performance, she said 
that her game Saturday had the 
most impact 
"I scored a lot more points in 
high school." Achter said. "But 
[tonight] impacted the game 
much more than any perfor- 
mance I ever had in high school 
"To win at this level and to 
impact the game that much, it 
means so much more and it's 
something I'm going to remem- 
ber a whole lot more than scoring 
that many points in high school." 
I he Takmis shot 40 percent for 
the game. Diuren Prochaska and 
leu I Jill tied for second in scoring 
with six points each. Sophomore 
center lar.i Hreske also turned in a 
solid effort with five points mid six 
boards, including a crucial offen- 
sive rebound that led to one of 
Achter's lay tips down the stretch. 
MEN 
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falling for Bti. 
The Falcons shot 2-of-18 from 
3-point range and 36 percent 
from the field. 
"We just weren't sharp." 
said BG coach l.ouis Orr. "The 
defense and the offense — we 
just weren't ourselves." 
Miller led the way for BG with 
21 points, but the next highest 
scorer was center Marc Larson 
with II. 
No one else scored in double 
digits and BG's offense never 
got going. 
Temple coach Fran Dunphy 
was happy with his defense, 
especially the way they adjusted 
to Miller. 
"Obviously, INatel Miller hurt 
us in the first half. He was dif- 
ficult for us to defend," Dunphy 
said. "Despite his short stature, 
he is a tough customer down 
there, so we tried to help on him 
a little bit more." 
Other than Miller and Larson, 
BG's starters shooting was less 
than stellar. Ryne llamblet, 
Darryl Clements and Chris 
Knight shot a combined 4-of-27 
in the game. 
"We didn't show the patience 
with our offense," Orr said. "We 
need to be able to stick with 
what we do. We expect more 
from ourselves." 
Temple was also effective 
on offense in the second half. 
Despite turning the ball over 
12 times, the Owls missed just 
seven of their 22 shot attempts 
and made all seven free throw 
tries. 
"We did not come out and play 
today with the defensive inten- 
Now Leasing for 
Second Semester! 
Mid Am Manor 
541 Third Si. 
702 Third Si. 
839 Fourth St. 
Charlestown Apt 
71U Scott Hamilton 
730 Scott Hamillon 
Am gement 
Houses Available 
clou to campus 
Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE; 
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR 
Summer and Fall 2008 
STOP 
by our office & 
pick up the 
New Listings! 
Great Selection of 
Houses ix Apartments 
in Good Locations! 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
JI9 K. Minster Street. Him line (Jreen. OH 
l.iK'ult'd Across I i Mm Taco Hell. 
RENTAL OFFICE (4l9i 354-2260 
Hours- MoodlJ t<> Frith) X:30- In 5:311 • Saturda) - 8:30 In 5:60 
M » vi.jnhnnev. luuTtnli'stutiM-um 
ESTABUSUCD IN CHARLESTON, IL 
W 1913 TO ADD TO STUDENTS 6PA 
AND GEWE6AL DATING ABILITY. 
^tftl*Y lOlfjy^ OH, SO MY SUBS KAUY AKITT 600BWT AM) MM MOT FttNCH 1ITWK. MY SUSS JUST TftSTt A imu arrrEB. nun «UJ I WANTED TO CAU IT JIMMY JOHNS TASTY SAMMOJES. BUT 
MY MOM TOLD ME TO !TO WITH COUCMET. 
SUE THINKS WMTEVEB I DO IS SOUCMET. BUT 
I DONT THINK EITHEE OF US KNOWS WHAT IT 
MEANS. SO LETS STICK WITH TASTY! 
&-#&*" 
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ON THE GRIND: Nate M.ile- works 
around a Temple defender In Saturdays 
game Miller finished with 21 points on 9-of- 
14 shooting in the Falcons' 72-55 loss. BG 
plays tonight at Furman. 
sity that we have been playing 
with all year," Miller said. "They 
shot 68 percent from the field in 
the second half and that is one 
thing we were trying to keep 
down." 
The Falcons had periods of 
time where they were able to 
make consecutive stops, includ- 
ing at the end of the first half 
when they erased a 31-25 deficit 
in the last two minutes to tie the 
game. 
"We needed to come out with 
that same intensity, and we 
did not do that and it showed," 
Miller said. 
Even though this loss snaps a 
three-game winning streak for 
the Falcons, Orr is not fearful 
that it will hurt his team's con- 
fidence. 
"We have to shake it off and 
move on because it's early," he 
said. 
BG continues its non-con- 
ference schedule at Furman 
tonight at 7 p.m. The game is 
the first of three straight road 
games. 
8" SUB SANDWICHES 
All of my tasty sub sandwiches ire a lull I inches it 
homemade French bread. Irish veggies and the finest 
meats & cheese I can buy' And il it matters to you 
we slice everything Irish everyday in this stnre. right 
here where you can see it. (Ho mystery meat here!) 
#1 PEPE* 
leal applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese 
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo. 
#2 BIG JOHN 
Medium rare choice roast beef, topped with 
yummy mayo, lettuce, and tomato. 
#3 TOTALLY TUNA1" 
fresh house made tuna, mixed with celery, onions, 
and our tasty sauce, then lopped with alfalfa sprouts. 
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna rochs!) 
#4 TURKEY TOM*J 
Fresh sliced turkey breast, lopped with lettuce. 
tomaio. alfalfa sproits. and mayo. (The original) 
#5 VITO*; 
The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone. 
capicola. onion, lettuce, tomato. & a real tasty Italian 
vinaigrette. (Hot peppers by request) 
#6 VEGETARIAN        $ 
layers ol provolone cheese separated by real 
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber, 
lettuce, tomato, and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sub not 
lor vegetarians only peace dude!) 
J.J.B.L.T.™ 
■icon, lettuce, tomato. & mayo. 
(the only better 111 is mania's lit) 
• SIDE ITEMS • 
* Soda Pop  $I.29/SI49 
• Giant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie... SI SD 
* Real potato chips or |umbo kosher dill pickle.... $0.89 
• Extra load of meat  $175 
• Exua cheese or extra avocado spread SO.80 
* Hotfeppers $0.35 
FREEBIES isues t CLUBS <mv> 
Onion, lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced 
cucumber. Di|on mustard, oil & vinegar, and oregano 
WU
«MET SANDWI< 
Corporate Headquarters Champaign, IL 
PLAIN SLIMS 
toy Sub minus ike icggies and sauce 
SUM I Ham t cheese 
SLIM 2 Koisileel 
SLIM 3 Inna salad 
SLIM 4 Turkey breast 
SLIM 5 Salami, capicola. cheese 
SLIM 6 Double provolone 
Low Carb Lettuce Wrap 
Same ingredients and piice ol the 
sub oi club without the bread. 
YOUR CATERING 
SOLUTION'!! 
■H lUMCHCS. MUCK. MUMS! 
IIUlEirilDtlS will include a deliiery 
cbaif e of 35c per item w-nc). 
• - • •JIMMTJ0HNS.COM • 
THE XX 
GARGANTUAN 
This sandwich was invented by 
Jimmy John's brother Huey. It's huge 
enough to leed the hungriest ol all 
humans! Tons ol genoa salami, sliced 
smoked ham. capicola. roast heel, 
turkey & provolone. jammed into 
one of our homemade French buns 
then smothered with onions, mayo. 
lettuce, tomaio. & our homemade 
Italian dressing 
GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES 
My club sandwiches baie twice the meat and cheese, try it 
on my Iresb baked thick sliced 7-jiain bread 01 my lamias 
homemade trench bread! 
«7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB 
1 full 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked baa. 
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato. & tial aayo! 
«8 BILLY CLUB41 
Choice roast beel. smoked ham, provolone choose. 
lijoo mustard, lettuce, toaato. & aayo. 
#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB 
leal genoa salami. Italian capicola, smoked baa, 
aid provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, toaato. 
onion, mayo, and our boaeaade Italian vinaigrette 
(You bav'ta order hot peppers, jost ask!) 
#10 HUNTER'S CLUB41 
I lull 1/4 pound ol Iresb sliced medina rare 
roast beef, provolone. lettuce, tomato. A aayo. 
#11 COUNTRY CLUB*J 
Fresh sliced tirbey brtast. applewood saoked ham. 
provolone. and tons of lettuce, toaato, and aayo! 
(I vtry traditional, yet always exceptional classic!) 
#12 BEACH CLUB   ® 
Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado 
spread, sliced cucumber, sproits. lettuce, tomato, and 
mayo! (It's the real deal, and it ain't even California.) 
#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB 
Double provolone. teal avocado spread, sliced 
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato. & mayo. 
(Try it on my 7 grain whole wheat bread. This veggie 
sandwich is world class!) 
#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB* 
loast beel turkey breast, lettuce, tomato. I aayo. 
In American classic, certainly not invented by J.J. bit 
definitely tweaked and fine tuned to perfection! 
#15 CLUB TUNA* 
The same as out #3 Totally Tuna except this one has 
a lot more. Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone. 
sprouts, cucumber, lettuce. £ tomato. 
#16 CLUB LULU* 
Fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon lettuce, tomato. 
t aayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon club) 
( otl in makv 'in iipfHtiiiimem liMiavf 
Mid   Vni M.MI.IIMIIHMI 
Ml   llm.I H I ItCi 
l$2 HMD 
I I WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK S 
BOWLING GREEN    1616 E. WOOSTER   419.352.7200 
"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!" 
'ISIS   700? 7111   Z004 29*1 JIMMI JOHN S IMUCHISl   HE   III IICH1S IIStRVtl Mi Ittt'tt 111 lit-t 
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FOOTBALL 
Mahone named 
MAC East Defensive 
Player of the Week 
For the second time this 
season. Falcon safety PJ. 
Mahone was honored with 
the award Mahone had two 
interceptions and 10 tackles in 
Friday's game against Toledo. 
W BASKETBALL 
Achter's 
performance 
doesn't go 
unnoticed by MAC 
For the second consecutive 
week in a row. BGs Kate 
Acfiter was named MAC 
East Player of the Week. 
Achler scored 32 points in a 
comeback victory against St 
Bonaventure Saturday. 
TODAY 
Men's Basketball: 
at Furman; 7 p.m. 
Today in Sports 
History 
I960   GordieHowe 
becomes the first NHL player 
to score 1.000 points. 
The List 
As we do at the beginning 
of every week, The BG News 
presents our fantasy studs for 
Week 12 of the NFL season. 
1. Brett Favre(GB): 
Once again, the wise one 
ruins Thanksgiving in Detroit 
with a 381-yard, three 
touchdown performance. 
2. Drew Brees(NO): 
It was a good week for the 
Saints as Brees threw for 
three scores and ran for 
another. 
3. Chad Johnson 
(CIN):[below]Backto 
his old form. "Ocho Cmco" did 
it all. scoring three times and 
even operating a camera 
4. Larry Fitzgerald 
(ARI): He caught two 
touchdowns and gained 
156 yards, if only his team 
didn't blow a lead and lose in 
overtime. 
5. Minnesota 
defense: Font 
interceptions, three for scores 
and three sacks. It's safe to 
say Eli Manning wishes he'd 
thrown to his own players 
instead of Minnesota's 
Rout on 1-75 
Offense 
nearly perfect 
in rival romp 
ByBillBordewick 
li was the perfect capper to a riot- 
so-perfect, luit thrilling season. 
I he BG football came into 
Friday's game as the favoi ite as it 
had rebounded froma4-4 start to 
win its last three games and had 
one game to win in what coach 
(iregg Brandon called "BG's mini 
playoff." 
The Rockets came into the 
game with a 5-6 record, hut had 
beaten the Falcons In theii last 
three meetings. I hey had reason 
in be confident     but so did the 
I .ill cms. 
BG, with everything on 
the line, came out and played 
inspired tootlull from the start 
and dominated the Rockets en 
route to a 37-10 victory over its 
most-hated rival and the first foi 
ibis senior class. 
li is huge, since we have not 
beaten them in three years," 
Brandon said. "We talked about 
that .ill week with the seniors 
— the last time we bear them 
was in 2003 right here in Bowling 
Green to win i lie West It Is extra 
special tn get rliis win for those 
II seniors. 
BG started oil by driving the 
length of the Held in its opening 
drive hut  tell short  of the end 
zone after Toledo's defense stood 
st rongand forced a I yler Sheehan 
fumble at the one-yard line 
Hie defense picked the offense 
up two plays later In forcing a 
safer) and the Falcons never 
looked back. 
BG followed up the safety by 
rcii liing into its old bag of tricks 
on the next drive. The drive saw 
the I aKmis convert two fourth 
•   TOLEDO Page 10 
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BULLDOZIER: . i        'plotion BGqave up a season-low 10 points. 
Defense saves its best for last 
By Chris Voloschuk 
Assistant Spot* Editor 
Senior defensive end Sean 
O'Drobinak was on what he 
described as the highest of highs 
Friday night, and it had nothing 
to do with the Peace Pipe Trophy 
thai the falcons won back from 
Toledo. It will serve as a lasting 
physical reminder of what hap 
pened. 
The 200? rollercoaster was 
over, and BG had accomplished 
several missions in just one lit) 
minute stretch. 
First, there was the decisive 37- 
10 \ Ictory over archrival Toledo. 
Then, with the I iclnr\. came the 
assurance that the l-'alcons will 
be plaj ing in a howl game some- 
where in the near future. I astly, 
and perhaps most importantly. 
O'Drobinak and the rest ol HI i's 
seniors were able to end their 
college careers  at   Doyt  Perry 
Stadium on the best note pus 
sible, healing Toledo for the first 
time in three years, 
There's no othei  feeling," 
O'Drobinak said. "I ast time we 
heat I'Toledul I was just stand- 
ing on the sidelines. In actually 
contribute in this game and get 
the victory, I'm on cloud nine 
right now." 
The win served as BG's defen- 
sive statement game, the one 
they've   been   striving  for  all 
along. It could he considered 
their best outing of the season. 
And it came at the most impor- 
tant time and against their big- 
gest rival 
The Rockets came into the 
game  as  a   force  on  offense. 
Running back lalenParmeie was 
second in the Mid American 
Conference in rushing with 
1,429 yards and II touchdowns. 
As a team. Toledo featured the 
best total offense 1459.9 yards 
per game) and best scoring 
offense CIS points per game) in 
the entire conference. 
Hut in the game. BG was able 
to   brush   the  statistics  aside. 
See DEFENSE | Page 10 
SCORING SUMMARY 
First quarter 
7 55- BG learn safety. 2-0 BG 
0:15- Freddie Barnes 11-yard 
pass from Anthony Turner 
(Simsa Vrvillo kick) 9-0 BG 
Second quarter 
1050- AlexSteiqersvald 21-yard 
field goal 9-5 BG 
4:00- Jermiah Kelley 4-yard pass 
from Tyler Sheehan (Vrvillo kick) 
16-5 BG 
Third quarter 
15:47- Nick Moore 57-yard pass 
from Clint Cochran (Steigerwald 
kick) 16-10 BG 
12:50- Jermiah Kelley 52-yaid 
pass from Sheehan (Vrvillo kick) 
25-10 BG 
0:02- Chns Wright 17-yard pass 
from Sheehan (Vrvillo kick) 
50-10 BG 
Fourth quarter 
6:09- Turner 20-yard run (Vrvillo 
kick) 57-10 BG 
Grading the 
Falcons and 
giving awards 
The Falcons finished the regular 
season with an 8-4 record and 
will more than likely receive a 
bowl berth. Now ill grade the 
team's season and band out 
some awards. 
Offense: A 
This unit only had two sub-par 
games all season. And when the 
Falcons' record fell to -I-I. they 
answered the call Quarterback 
Tyler Sheehan had plenty of 
weapons at his disposal and 
when one player was injured, 
another stepped up Receivers 
like Chris Wright, lerniiali Kelley 
and Tyrone I'ronty waited in the 
wings and when Core) Cartridge 
went down with a thumb inju- 
ry the trio was able to fill the 
void. When running back Trie 
Hansom went down in week two, 
ii was freshman Willie (Jeter and 
converted quarterback Anthony 
lurner who came to the aid of 
the running game And let's not 
forget the constant!) stellar pl.u 
of the offensive line 
Defense: ( + 
It's no secret that the falcons 
struggled ag.unsi the run this 
season. Gaud) siais In Ohio's 
Kalvin Mcltae. Kent's Eugene 
larvis and Miami's Austin Sykes 
were a cause toi concern, bin 
in the final tun games of the 
season, the Tali oils got Michael 
Ream hack from suspension and 
lacob I lardwick hack from injury 
and the results were good. I he 
defense also got help from the 
two-deep as safer) PJ. Mahone 
filled in admirably for leneti 
Sanderson with seven intercep 
lions and freshman linebacker 
(Hen Stanley took in ei for leading 
tackier lolm Haneline and pm 
up similar numbers The defense 
can lie considered a weakness, 
but can hardly be blamed for am 
shortcomings. 
Special teams: B 
Sinisa Vrvillo was as good a 
placekicker the Falcons have had 
in a few years, lie didn't miss 
a kick inside It) yards and was 
lfi-of-19overall. Ilewasalso per 
feet on -It) extra-point attempts. 
Punter Nick lovinelll was also .1 
nice addition to the kicking game. 
Heaveraged 38 yards per kick and 
had just two kicks blocked. The 
kickoff coverage was spotty at 
times, causing the falcons to try 
directing their kicks and some- 
times giving up good field posi 
lion, linger Williams was one of 
the conference's best returners, 
averaging more than 23 yards 
per return. Williams was also the 
product of opponents kicking 
short to avoid big returns, which 
resulted in good field position. 
Offensive MVP: Tyler Sheehan 
The true sophomore out of 
Cincinnati was nothing short ol 
impressive in 2007. He threw for 
23 touchdowns and more than 
.1.000 yards. He also became a 
rushing threat later in the season 
with three scores on the ground. 
Take away his live-interception 
game against Boston College 
and Sheehan threw just six inter 
Set.GRADES! Page9 
Achter's late-game heroics lift BG j Temple's second half too 
By Chrii Voloichuk 
Assistant Sports Editor 
When the going got tough, kale 
Achter got going. 
The result? A <i8-bl come- 
froni-bchind victory over 
a previously unbeaten 
St. Bonaventure team 
Saturday night at Anderson 
Arena. 
Ironically enough, the theme 
word for the game, written on a 
board in the locker loom by coach 
Curt Miller, was "tough." 
Achter, a senior guard and oneof 
the teams captains, led the way for 
the Falcons from the very begin- 
ning She scored the team's lirsl 
10 points of the game and didn't 
look liack, finishing with a career- 
best 32. She also pulled down six 
rebounds. 
In the last two minutes of the 
game, BG trailed the Bonnies .TO- 
SS. 'Hull's when Achter kicked it 
into high gear, scoring II points 
to give B(l back the lead they'd lost 
early in the second half. 
Tlie victory was no easy feat. 
"That is the best Bonaventure 
learn in the history of their pro- 
gram," Miller said. "They're going 
to win over 16 games this year. 
They've never done that. It'll go 
down as the best team in the his- 
tory of their school." 
"That is a huge win, and more 
than anything |St. lionaventure'sl 
such a physical learn, dial for a 
young teem to lx' able to compete 
and not give up and to battle toe- 
to-toe. that was huge.'' he said. 
See WOMEN I Page 9 
EN0CHWU    THtHGNtVW 
UNSTOPPABLE: Kate Achter posts up 
against St Bonaventuie's Tiara Johnson 
Saturday Achtet willed the Falcons lo victory 
with 52 points She scored the hist 10 for BG 
and had II points in the final two minutes 
much for men at home 
By Colin Wilson 
Sports Editor 
The BG men's basketball team 
prides itself on holding its oppo- 
nents to a low shooting percent- 
age. Thai wasn't the case in 
Saturday's 72-55 loss to Temple 
(2-3) as the Falcons (3-2) allowed 
their opponents to shoot 68 per- 
cent in the second half. 
Temple's one-two punch 
of Mark Tyndale and Dionte 
Christmas scored 20 and 
19 points respectively and 
proved to be too much for BG's 
defense. 
"It seemed like they came out 
in the second half and wanted 
il more than us," said BG for- 
itU 
Nate Miller 
Scored 21 points 
and on 9-of-14 
shooting had seven 
rebounds Saturday. 
ward Nale Miller. "We did not 
play with the intensity thai we 
should have." 
The game was lied at 31 at 
the half, but the cold-shooting 
Falcons couldn't lake advantage 
of the Owls' defensive adjust- 
ments after the break. 
Temple stayed in a zone- 
defense and jump shots weren't 
See MEN | Page 9 
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ci'ptinns in his oilier II games 
and just four in conference play. 
His emergence allowed coach 
(iregH Brandon and offensive 
coordinator  Mick  McCall  10 
open up the offense to ils full 
capabilities. 
Defensive MVP: P.|. Mahone 
I his is a close call, hul 
Mahone's seven interceptions 
and BO tackles prove thai he had 
a huge impact on the defense. 
Thai's not to mention his 220 
return yards on those intercep- 
tions average out to more than 
'.\2 yards per return and include 
one for a touchdown. Mahone's 
history as a running hack is very 
evident by the way he returns the 
hall and breaks tackles, almost 
always giving the offense belter 
field position. 
Special learns MVP: Slnisa 
Vrvillo 
lliis junior-college transfer 
answered the prayers ol players. 
coaches and fans b) beingacon- 
sistent contributor for BG. It all 
stalled in the spring game when 
In' kicked the game-winner ami 
continued when he sent the 
Falcons' opener at Minnesota 
into overtime where the) even- 
tually won. 
XI actor Anthony Turner 
\IU'i starling I he season as 1 he 
Taylor shot in possible robbery 
ENOCH WU 
MR. SLASH: Anthony Turner (I') has established hunsell .is a runner, receiver and 11 
which keeps defenses on their toes at all times That*> why we named him oui ' 
No 2 quarterback on the depth 
chart, Turner found a way to he 
on the field almost every down 
for the offense. Ik'started taking 
direct snaps early in the season 
before lining up next toSheelian 
and running as a true tailback. 
Turner ran lor "itll yards on 101 
carries and nine touchdowns. 
He also caught Hi passes for 
IS2 yards and went l-of-5 pass- 
in!! with three touchdowns. \ 
model of efficiency, I inner aver- 
aged  more Ihan 5.5 yards  per 
WOMEN 
From Page 8 
Behind Achler's early scoring 
surge and an effective 2-3 /one 
defense, !**■ was able 10 take the 
lead from the beginning and Utl 
by nine with 11:17 to go in the 
first half 
Hut in the waning minutes ol 
the hall, the lionnies licgan 10 
break through the /one and hit 
their jump shots. \t halltime, lid 
led b\ a single point 34-33. While 
cutting into the lead, the lionnies 
shot fit) percent  from  the field 
compared to BG's3& 
In the second half, the lionnies 
were able to go on a 17 li run. and 
with just over 13 minutes left in 
the game led b) nine 
Hie ralh started in the last six 
1111111111"-ol the game and led into 
the Acbter seining Hurry at the 
end I his time, it was the lionnies 
who wcri' having trouble scoring, 
as they shot 29 percent in the half 
BG shot 42 percent 
According to Miller, the team's 
ability tti weather the Storm ami 
gi't hack the lead neat the end 
of the game revealed a lot about 
their makeup. 
"We grew up tonight" Millet 
said We got better tonight. We 
saw a lot of resilience out of a 
young group. We got contribu- 
tions oil our bench down the 
stretch ami we were tough when 
we needed to be." 
"I'm realh  proud," he added 
lliat is as giinv ol a win as I've 
been involved In since we've been 
.11 IKi. We had every reason to 
fold and we dill not fold, and led 
In  kale  Vlitcr. just willed us to 
the win." 
MEN 
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tailing lot lid. 
I he Falcons shot 2-of-l8 from 
3-polnl range and ;iti percent 
Hum the Meld. 
"We |iist weren't sharp." 
said BG coach Louis <>rr. " I he 
defense and the offense — we 
lust weren't ourselves.'' 
Miller letl the way for BG with 
21 points, but the next highest 
scorer was centei Marc 1 arson 
with II. 
No one else scored ill double 
digits and lids offense never 
got going 
temple coach Iran Ditnphv 
was happy with his defense, 
especially thewaythej adjusted 
to Miller. 
"Obviously [Natel Miller bun 
us in the first half. He was dif- 
ficult for us to defend,'' Dittiphy 
said.  "Despite his short Stature, 
hi' is a lough customer down 
there, so we tried to help on him 
a little bit more." 
Other than Miller and Larson, 
BG's Starters shooting was less 
than stellar. Ityne llamblet, 
Darryl Clements and Chris 
knight shot a combined -l-of-27 
in the game. 
"We didn't show the patience 
with our offense," Orrsaid. "We 
need to be able to stick with 
what we do. We expect more 
from ourselves 
lemple was also effective 
on offense in the second half. 
Despite turning the hall over 
12 times, the Owls missed just 
seven of their 22 shot attempts 
and made all seven free throw 
tries. 
"We did not come out and play 
today with the defensive inten- 
Now Leasing for 
Second Semester! 
Mid Am Manor 
MI miidSt 
702 Third St. 
H.W I ourlh SI 
(iiarlesttmn Apts. 
'ID SctM II.limit,in 
^'11 Scad ll-iniillcm 
Am 
agement 
llnuses \\ nl.il,i, 
clou' in campus 
touch and joined I reddle Barnes 
anil  Ivlcr Sheehan as the onh 
falcons to rush for. throw and 
catch a touchdown. 
Turning point: 4-4 
Attei  an  unexpected  loss  to 
Ohio University, the Falcons 
turned around and won their 
last linn games, averaging more 
than :S7 points per game. I here 
is no doubt that as the MAC reg- 
ular season comes to a close the 
I ah mis ,ue the team with the 
most moment mi). 
Safety remains in 
critical condition 
at Miami hospital 
By M.itt Si.d.-nsky 
PALMETTO    BAY,    Ma. 
Washington Redskins star safer) 
Sean laylor was in eniii il condi- 
tion yesterda) alter surgen tor a 
gunshot wound to Ins ks^ during 
what police are investigating as 
a possible armed robbery ai his 
home. 
The 24-year-old player was in 
the intensive care unit at lackson 
Memorial Hospital aftCI several 
hours of surgery, said family 
friend Richard Sharpsiein, his lot 
liter lawyer, laylor lost a "signili 
cant" amount of blood because 
the bullet damaged his femoral 
artery, Sharpstein said. 
Doctors are worried the blood 
loss might affect blood How to the 
brain, said Sharpstein, who was 
at ihe hospital with labor's family 
and friends.Taylor has had sever 
al on- and ofT-the-ficlil problems 
two years ago he was accused 
PETER lOCKltY 
TAYLOR: 
■  ' 
ItheJacksoi 
■ 
ofbr.tndishingagiin 
(lll'u eis were sent In I'aykirs 
home ai about 1:45 a.m. aftel 
his girlfriend called 911 and -aid 
he was shoi in his lowei body, 
It.  Nancy  Perez  said,   layloi 
had missed the last two games 
because ol a knee injury and was 
ai home recuperating, layloi was 
airlifted to the hospital 
Investigators were still inter- 
viewing the girlfriend and othet 
relatives who were in the home to 
try to determine what happened. 
Perez said \o arrests have been 
made 
"It could have been a possible 
burglary; it could have been a 
possible robbery," Perez said,  it 
has mil been < nnliimed asyet" 
Sharpstein said lavlor's girl- 
liiend told him the couple was 
awakened b\ loud noises, and 
layloi grabbed a machete he 
kee|is in ihe bedroom fot pro 
lection.   Someone  then   broke 
through the bedroom dooi ami 
fired two shots one missing and 
one Inning  laylor, the lawyei 
s.1111 
"Il was cli.iiK ,1 burglary, an 
annul Inii.i ■. Sharpstein said, 
adding nothing appeared to have 
been stolen. 
I hr shooting happened ,it a 
home layloi bought two years 
ago in ihe Miami suburb ol 
Kilitiettu Bay, I he plavet is in his 
fourth season wiih the Redskins 
aftei playing at the Universitj 
ill Miami, where lie was an Ml 
\merican in 21)01 I respite his 
injury, he is tied foi lite \l t lead 
widi five interceptions. 
In \sliliurn \.i Kedsldlts 
ownei  Dan Snyder said lie was 
TAYLOR 
While 11 wasn't Achler's great 
esi so iring performance, she said 
that hei game Saturday had the 
most impact. 
"I scored a lot more |«iints in 
high school," Achlei said, "lint 
Itonighl    impacted  the  game 
much  more than am   perfoi 
mance I ever had in high school. 
In win at this level and In 
impact the game that much. 11 
means so much mote and  it's 
something tin going to remem- 
ber a whole lot more than scoring 
that main points in high school." 
Ihe falcons shot 40 percent fot 
the game. Lauren Prochaska and 
|en 11 Ml lied tin SIT olid ill scoring 
with six points each. Sophomore 
centei faraBreske also turned in a 
si ilul till 111 w 11b live points and six 
boards, including a crucial offen- 
sive rebound that hxi to one of 
Vhieisiav ups down the stretch. 
Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE; 
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR 
Summer and Fall 2008 
STOP 
by our office & 
pick up the 
New Listings! 
Great Selection of 
Houses & Apartments 
in Good Locations! 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
319 E. «i er Street. Bowlingfireen. OH 
l.m.ilt'il U-rtiss I nun I'ucci Bell. 
RENTALOKI-It H 141•»..154-22611 
Hours- Mondial in Krkta) 8:.W- in ?:.<" • Sulurdui   *:.<» in 5:00 
»', u. lull inii-u lmerealestate.com 
ESTMUSUtD 01 CHARLESTON. II 
IN 8*3 TO ADO TO STUDENTS WU. 
AND 6CNECAL DATIN6 ABIUTY. 
^tA««V lOHjy^ OK. so m sues BAUY man tommt MO HTM HOT FK NOi BUB. BY Mi JUTT Mill A unu MTTHI. wn nut I wtna TO CAU tT JtaaaY JOHVS TAtTY SANBMCMB. IUT 
■V KM TOLD ■ TO STICl MTU 0O—T 
Ml nut*! wKnrva i DO a MM, HT 
I Dorr run* imo or us mow warn IT 
—. to urn ma nmt TArrrt 
&-#d*- 
ENOCH WU 
ON THE GRIND: . 
■ 
pla>  
siiy that we have been playing 
with all year,'' Miller said. I he) 
shot tilt percent from the Held in 
the second hall and that is one 
thing we were trying to keep 
down.'' 
The Falcons had periods of 
tittle where they were able to 
make consecutive stops, includ 
ing a' 'he end of the first half 
when they erased a 31-25 deficit 
in the last two minutes to tie the 
game. 
"We needed to come out with 
that same intensity, and we 
did not do that and it showed.'' 
Miller said. 
I \en though this loss snaps a 
three-name winning stieak Foi 
the Falcons, Orr is not Fearful 
that it will hurl his team's con- 
fidence. 
"We have to shake it off and 
move on because It's early." he 
said. 
BG continues its non-eon 
ference schedule at Furman 
tonight at 7 p.m. Ihe game is 
the first of three straight road 
games. 
8" SUB SANDWICHES 
III tf ny tasty sal sandwiches art a till I nches it 
hanenade French bread, frisk tiffin aid til liiest 
uts t cheese I CM bay! Ill" il it minis ti yii. 
wi slid everything Irish ereryday il this store, rifkt 
beta whirl yw cli see it (Nl mystery Ml lire!) 
#1 PEPE* 
Ital apple wood smoked lira aid pmoloie cheese 
finished with littici, twin, ill" mayo. 
#2 BIG JOHN" 
Median ran choice rust htit. Tipped with 
ymmi sayi. Ittuct. aid timati. 
#3 TOTALLY TUNA* 
Fresh houseaade taaa. niied with celery, iiiias. 
ail" Mr tasty since, then topped with allalla si ruts. 
cacaaibei. tetiuce. all" tomato. (My Una IKIS!) 
#4 TURKEY TOM® 
Fresh sliced tirkiy breast, topped with htttici, 
train, alfalfa sptMts. aif aayi. (Ihe or [mli 
#5 VIT0® 
Tbi original Italiii suh with genoa silwi, pi o.iltFf 
capicita. lain. Itltici. ttaatt. & a ttal lasiy Italian 
viuigittti. (Hit peppers by request) 
#6 VEGETARIAN        $ 
I ay er s il provclaie caeese separated by rial 
aincarjo spread, artatla spmts, sliced cucurnoet, 
ttttuct. ttaati, and auyi. (Truly a tiwmet sub MT 
(or »netahans Maty peace Ml!) 
J.J.B.L.T.* 
lacm. lettuce, tinata, ft raaya 
(Ihe only better III is mini's It!) 
• SIDE ITEMS • 
* Safari* SIJI/SUI 
* Ciait chicolitt chip it lataaal taisii cookie... SI 51 
* lial potito chips it Jamba kishir fill pickle.... SOI! 
* tun lead ol ■»! SI75 
* Extra cheese n utia mead• spread SO II 
» HilPiWits Sf.35 
FREE8IES isms ( cues OMV) 
Onion. Iiitica. allalla spmts. taauti. nayi. sliced 
cucumber. Biyon mastird, oil ft liiifar. aif orefana 
JRMET SANDWICH 
Carporito loifMiners Caampaifa. II 
PLAIN SLIMS 
lay Sib miaas the reffies aid sauce 
SUM I Hint cheese 
SUM 2 Roast lial 
SUM 3 lu.isiiid 
SUM 4 Iirkiybmsi 
SUM 5 Silimi. cipiceli. cheese 
SUM b liable proiolooe 
Low Carb Lettuce Wrap 
Sam mjtef nuts aid price at the 
sub ir club without the bread 
YOUR CATERING 
SOLUTION!!! 
MXIIMCHIS ritTTHS. HKTHS! 
char;o al 35c pet item |-/-lk|. 
• • • • JIMMYJ0HNS.COM * * * * 
THE JJ. 
GARGANTUAN11' 
This sandwich was invented by 
Jinny Johns blither Haay. It's huge 
•■Mfa ta teed tbi hiifriist if all 
hraans! lias if fnia salami, slicaf 
smoked baa. cipicoli. laast hail. 
tirkiy 1 ptmliai. iinmel iiti 
ill if HI homemide French bus 
thia saathitif with onions, miyo. 
lettuce, traata. 1 aar homemade 
Italian frissiif. 
GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES 
fty erne sindwicbes kail twice the meat aaf cheese, try it 
M ay Irish hakef thick sliced! frail bread ar ay lanms 
-
J
-fiMehbcMl! 
#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB 
I till I It p nad ■ I rial ip ilewi.it snaked kaa 
pra»i!ne cheese, lettice. traati, a\ rial myi! 
#S BILLY CLUB* 
Cbtici iaast but. talked ban. prinl«M cbeese 
IIHH msiatd. littKt, i ma ti. & aayi 
«9 ITALIAN rJIGHT CLUB' 
beat (em salwi. ItaliM caaaraU. saauf bin. 
aaf pr mloie cbeeso all tapped with kttace. traati. 
•■in. aayi. ill Mr binenadt Italian liiaif tetta. 
(YM hav'ta arfir bit peppers, past ask!) 
#10 HUNTER'S CLUB1 
• full 1/4 puid il Irish sliced aednm ran 
roasi hall, praiilaie. let net. tonito. I mil. 
#11 COUNTRY CLUB* 
Irish slktf tathiy breast, applewiad snihad ban. 
pr■*line, aid tins il lattice, tinata. aad aayi! 
II tin ttaf itiMal. yet always eicepliMal classic!) 
#12 BEACH CLUB* ® 
Fresh baked tirkey breast, prlukm cheasi. aracafi 
spread, sliced caciaber. sprMIS. lattice umato. aaf 
#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB* 
louble proiolone. rial aiocada spread, sliced 
cicaaher. allalfa sprnts. lettaci. traata. 1 aayi. 
(Try It on ay 7-fraii while wheat bread. This iif(il 
sandwich is world class!) 
#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB* 
laast bill, turkey breast, lettuce, lamaio. 1 aayi. 
li laiticai classic, certaialy Mt iaiented by J. J. hat 
detintely tweaked and fine lined to perlecliaa! 
#15 CLUB TUNA* 
Tbi same as our #3 Tltalry Tiia nciit tbis in bas 
a lit Mire. Fttsb bi use made tuna salad), prif nine. 
sproais. cucmber. leiiace. & iomata. 
#16 CLUB LULU* 
Fresh sliced turkey breast. hacM. lettice. taaati. 
1 mayo (JJ s anf lial turkey 1 bacan club) 
('all in make an appointment today! 
M\ Third »■> BG 
,t5:-4.tsii 
t WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK 
BOWLING GREEN    1616 E. WOOSTER   419.352.7200 
"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!" 
■ ins. nil. ill), ilia ton jiniir JIKI S iiitmst tic  lit liens iistiiii •■ iiwu in iiin ti atiti i,i ■•>■ choiir 
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TOLEDO 
Fr 
downs — one on a fake field goal 
and the drive concluded with an 
Anthony Turner pass to a wide- 
open Freddie Barnes. 
The quick strike offense thai 
fans had hecn so accustomed 
to was nowhere to be found on 
this drive. The team took 7:35 
off the clock in its second drive 
after taking (>:2.'J in the first. The 
clock-killing lalcons allowed 
Toledo to run just four plays in 
the first quarter. 
The Rockets could never seem 
to get on track while the Falcons 
never seemed to get off track. 
BG racked up 443 yards of 
total offense on the day in a very 
balanced effort for the team. 
Anthony Turner led the team on 
the ground with 96 yards and 
four others pitched for a com- 
bined 105 yards. 
Tyler Sheehan completed 20- 
of-34 passes and totaled 225 
yards and threw for three touch- 
downs. 
"We knew we could move the 
ball on them we just had to exe- 
cute and it seemed like every- 
thing we did today was open 
and we executed it pretty well," 
Sheehan said. 
lermiah Kelley caught two of 
Sheehan's touchdown passes in 
his first career multi-touchdown 
game. 
"It feels great to go out there 
and play along side these guys, 
the seniors, guys who have 
worked hard the fourorfiveyears 
they have been here," Kelley said 
of his senior teammates. 
Kelley led the team with 80 
receiving yards, 52 came on his 
second touchdown catch where 
he split two defenders and cut 
to the middle of the field for a 
touchdown. 
The play was a huge momen- 
tum swing for the Falcons as the 
Rockets had gotten back into the 
game by making the score Hi-10. 
Kelley s score made it 23-10. 
The offense constantly kept 
the Rocket defenders on their 
DEFENSE 
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I'armele, who averaged 129.9 
yards a game all season, was 
held to just 82 and never reached 
the end zone. Three other III 
rushers were held to -16 yards 
in total. 
"The Idefensel stepped up 
big time," said BG coach Gregg 
Brandon. "Toledo's offense has 
just been dynamic, scoring 
points and rushing the foot- 
ball, total offense. We really 
shut down the running game. I 
thought the kids did a great job 
stuffing the running game." 
Toledo's passing game was a 
bit of a question mark coming 
into the game. Starting quar- 
terback Aaron Opelt was out 
with an injury, so freshmen DJ. 
l.enehan and ClintCodinUl split 
time under center. 
l.enehan started the game hut 
didn't last too long, as BG pres- 
sure led him to some difficult 
throws. He exited the game with 
six completions for 54 yards. 
In stepped Cochran, who went 
15 for 29 with 202 yards and a 
touchdown. 
According to sophomore 
defensive lineman Michael 
Ream, the defense, especially 
the line, knew how to play. 
"We knew if we could get in 
there and get the quarterback 
moving and not let him sit in the 
pocket and just pick us apart it 
would he hard for him to com- 
plete [lasses and get the offense 
going." Ream said. "We knew 
stopping the run and getting 
pressure on the quarterback 
were the keys to shutting down 
that offense and that's what we 
did." 
At the end of the day, the 
defense was playing not just for 
the win, but for one another. 
Not lost on their minds was 
O'Drobinak, one of their recent- 
ly appointed team captains, a 
career tight end turned defen- 
sive end who has tried all season 
to lead by example. 
"We challenged ourselves and 
told ourselves that we were going 
to play for O'Drobinak up here, 
knowing it was his last time to 
beat Toledo," Ream said. "We 
all went out there and played 
for him." 
O'Drobinak wanted to do the 
same for the underclassmen. 
"I played this game for my 
seniors, and I played it for the 
freshmen too," O'Drobinak said. 
"They're 1-0 against Toledo and 
they've got the opportunity to 
go 5-0 against them." 
"From here out, it's their 
opportunity and I think the 
eleven other guys that I'm with, 
we showed them what to do." 
As a unit. BG had five tack- 
les for a loss, a fumble recov- 
ery, six pass breakups and three 
sacks. Safety PJ. Mahone had 
two interceptions and 10 tack- 
les. Freshman linebacker Glen 
Stanley led the team with 11 
tackles. 
TAYLOR 
From Page 9 
headed to Miami on his private 
plane, joined by running back 
Clinton Portis, vice president of 
football operations Vinny Cerrato 
and trainer BubbaTyer. 
"Our hearts and prayers go out 
to Sean and his family. ...We appre- 
ciate very, very much the outcry of 
support," Snyder said. 
Redskins safety Pierson IMoleau 
fought to keep his composure. 
"This is not just a member of 
the Washington Redskins," said 
Prioleau, one of a few players 
made available to reporters. "But 
we're talking about a dad, a broth- 
er, a friend of ours, and that's where 
we're at with this right now." 
Coach loe Gibbs was joined by 
the team chaplain at the Redskins' 
usual yesterday meeting. A small 
group of players held a separate 
prayer gathering. 
The Redskins (5-6) lost 19-13 at 
Tampa on Sunday. Taylor did not 
travel with the team to the game 
Iwcauseofhisinjury.laylorspr.iined 
a ligament in his right knee in the 
second half of the Nov. 11 loss to 
I'liiladelphia I le was expected to 
miss at least two games. 
Known as one of theNFIi hard- 
est hitters, Taylor played in his 
first Pro Bowl last season, where 
he drew attention by leveling the 
other team's punier in what is 
usually a well-mannered exhibi- 
tion game. Even though he has 
missed two games, his five inter- 
ceptions remained tied for most 
in the NFC. 
Taylor has been in trouble 
numerous times since he was 
drafted as the No. 5 overall pick 
in 2004. He has been fined at least 
seven times during his profession- 
al career for late hits and other 
infractions, including a $17,000 
penalty for spitting in the face of 
Tampa Bay running back Michael 
liftman during a playoff game in 
Ianuary2006. 
Associated Press writers Howard 
Fendrich and Joseph White in 
Ashhum, Va. and Jessim Gresko in 
Miami contributed to this report. 
heels. 
"It was a challenge Idefending 
Sheehan)," said UT cornerback 
Barry Church. "He had a pretty 
substantial amount of time to 
throw the ball tonight. In the 
seconda ry we d id our best to stay 
on coverage as long as we could. 
You have to credit their offensive 
line. They blocked great. Then 
t hei r receivers just made plays." 
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Travel 
"*1 Spring Break Websitel 4 & 7 
night trips to BahamaPartyCruise. 
PanamaCity, Acapulco, Cancun and 
more. Low prices guaranteed. Group 
discounts tor 8*. Book 20 people, 
get 3 tree trips! Campus reps 
needed www.StudentCity.com or 
800-2931445 
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ACROSS 
1 Booty 
2 Wait nervously 
3 Bushy do 
4 Breastbone 
5 Decadent 
6 Parts of speech 
7 Son of Isaac 
8 Caviar producers 
9 Ship area, to a bo's'n 
10 Burrows or Fortas 
11 Partner of 29D 
in comedy 
12 Exxon, formerly 
13 Appear to be 
21 Photofinish? 
22 Centering points 
26 Period of note 
27 Playful pranks 
28 Author of "Silas 
Marner" 
29 Partner of 11D in 
comedy 
30 Deflated tires 
31 Sierra _ 
32 Drooping 
34 Sang love songs 
38 Coherent light 
39 Author Jong 
42 Worldwide workers' 
grp- 
45 Futile 
47 Pressing 
48 Scale watcher 
50 Small greenish bird 
51 Hebrew month 
52 Gdansk resident 
54 Guitanst's gadget 
55 Hito feast 
56 Ashtabula's lake 
57 Head signals 
59 Comprehend 
Help Wanted 
BARTENDING' up to 5300'day No 
exp necessary. Training provided 
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174. 
Afternoon counter person needed. 
Please apply at Long's Cleaners 
1204 W WoosterSt 
DIRECT CARE: Sunshine Inc has 
openings tor positive, patient people 
to provide direct care to individuals 
with MR/DD. We currently have 
openings in our Supported Living 
Department for Direct Support Pro- 
fessionals on 3rd shift This position 
requires awake direct care hours and 
approx. 6 hours of paid sleeping time 
at min. wage Responsibilities in- 
clude providing personal care, help- 
ing with daily living activities and 
working on community involvement. 
Candidates with experience in the 
M/R field are preferred but not re- 
quired We offer competitive wages: 
S8.27-S9.87 during awake hours 
based on education/experience with 
BONUS POTENTIAL. A ;>,.:, i. 
require: ' Valid drivers license & 
good driving record " High school di- 
ploma or GED. ' Pre-employment 
background screening. 
Sunshine offers excellent benefits, 
quality on-going training programs, 
competitive wages and potential for 
growth Full benefit package offered 
with positions working 30 hrs./wk. 
Apply in person at Sunshine Inc of 
NW Ohio, 7223 Maumee-Weslern 
Rd . Maumee. OH 43537 Applica- 
tions accepted Mon.-Fri., 8am-4pm 
For more information and to learn 
about additional employment oppor- 
tunities, please call 419-794-1368 or 
visit www.work4sunshine oro EOE. 
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive 
brand new cars with ads placed on 
them www AdCarClub.com 
Widowed Perrysburg executive w/15 
yr old daughter, is ottering free room 
& board to a responsible college age 
female, to be in charge when he is 
out of town on business trips. Private 
room, bath & library/study will be 
provided. Kitchen & laundry privi- 
leges included Willing to assume 
traveling expenses for commuting 
student If interested, please call 
419-408-0221 
1  Mineral springs resorts 
5 Nights before 
9 Loses color 
14 Float on the wind 
15 Slug or song ending? 
16 Corpulent 
17 Farm measure 
18 Lady of the haus 
19 Stop 
20 Partner ot 53A in comedy 
23 de plume 
24 New Jersey team 
25 Automaton of Jewish legend 
27 Childish 
30 Union soldiers 
33 Fragrant resin 
34 Blackthorn 
35 Solid surface 
36 Titled Brit 
37 Purify 
40 Clothe 
41 Spelling or Amos 
43 Song and dance, e.g. 
44 Regretting 
46 Phonograph needles 
48 Animation mogul 
49 Actress Sophia 
50 Bad habit 
51 Barbary denizen 
53 Partner of 20A in comedy 
58 Use a divining rod 
60 Tapered tuck 
61 Continental dollar 
62 Earth visitor 
63 Fencing sword 
64 Pronounced 
65 Change an alarm 
66 Portal 
67 Petitions 
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$10FF 
MEXICAN GRILL 
419.353.7200 
with purchase of an entree 
Not valid with any other offer 
(Must Present Coupon) 
OMtr valid through 1M)3/07 
Bowling Green 
129 S. Main St. 
Tel: 419.353.7200 
Fax: 419.354.7206 
For Rent For Rent For Rent 
08-09 school year listings avail 
Also Jan 08 units avail. 
See CartyRentals.com 
S5 WEB/call 419-353-0325 
1 bedroom on 7th SI S420 per mo 
includes utilities. Available Dec 19. 
419-287-4337 
FOR RENT tor the next school year 
2 -3 bedrm houses. 2 efficiencies. 
1 Ig 3 bedrm apt. Close to BGSU 
419-601-3225 
2 & 3 bdrm. apt on Manville 
next to water tower 
419-352-5239 
2 subleasers tor 2 bdrm. apt. at Univ. 
Courts Available 12/10/07 For more 
into please call 216-799-4101. 
For Sale 
2000 Dodge Neon. 11 IK 
S2750 
Call 419-973-2612 
228 S College #K Two bedroom 
newly remodeled apartment 
$395.00 per month plus electric 
Available Immediately 
419-352-5620 
MTV SPRING BREAK 
Panama City Beach 
800-488-8828 
www.sandpiperbeacon.com 
FREE  SPRING  BREAK 
MODEL SEARCH  CALENDAR 
* VALID FOR FIRST 1000 RESERVATIONS. 
2 bdrm apt. unturn  139 1/2 S Col- 
lege $620 mo inclds gas & util. 
Avail. 5/15/08. 1 yr lease, dep. reqd 
419-348-3134 
3 bdrm house, unfurn 139 S Col- 
lege Dr $1200 per mo., inclds gas 
Avail 5/15/08. 1 yr lease, dep reqd 
419-348-3134 
3 br, 1 1/2 bath, huge kitchen, 
washer/dryer, garage, car port, large 
yard, pets welcome, across Irom 
Kenwood School. 419-354-7257. 
4 bdrm. 2 baths, W/D, 1 car 
gar .downtown BG $975 plus util 
Dep & re! reqd 419-308-7125. 
Avail 12/07 Spacious 2 bdr Copper 
Beech. $850mo. Free cable, TV & in- 
ternet Call 419-973-2612. 
Available Second Semester 
2 or 1 bdrm at 800 Third St. 
Call 419-354-9740. 
Elfic apt unturn 139 S College 
$320 mo. incld. gas & util. Avail 
5/15/08. 1 yr lease, dep reqrd Call 
419-348-3134 
IVTWOOIJV §> 
Enclave ll-subleaser needed. $325 
mo through Aug 9 Male preferred. 
Call Kyle at 216-308-1563 
Houses & Apartments 
12 month leases only 
S. Smith Contracting, LLC 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave 
Office open 10-2 M - F 
www bgapartments com 
Tired of your roommates' Studios as 
low as $299. Available immediately 
Move in before Dec 15 and recieve 
a tree 8GB iPod Touch Call today 
419-352-0590 
Visit BGNEWS.com 
m#4- 
IV? Blocks 
BY  THE  BOTTLE 
HALF-PRICE 
WITH     DINNER 
EVERY 
WiNTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE 
JS2&~ 
1 Bedrooms: 
Studios: from $309 
1 Bedrooms: horn $435 
C'A, Pttl MMCMN 
On Hi Laundry 
Privata Entrance Tatio 
Short Tarnt Laaiet Avail 
418-362-7881 u 
163 South Main - Bowling Green 
Phone 419-353-2277 
-«•«■»■■■ 
Winthrop & Summit Terrace PROPERTY A PROPERTYB PROPERTY C           j MKnuita 
Apartment Size 2 Bed/1 Bath 4 bed / 2 bath 4 bed/4 bath 3bed/1.5 bath 
* ot Roomates ® 4 4 3 
Rent $570 ($285 each) $1196 ($299 each) $1292 ($323 each) $900 ($300 each) 
Gas $0 $44 all electric $114 
Electric $20 $72 $140 $97 
Water $0 $0 $120 Included w/Electric 
Trash $0 $0 $0 $0 
Basic Cable $44 $44 $0 $44 
Internet $0 $0 $0 $48 
Parking No Monthly Charge No Monthly Charge $15 per month each No Monthly Charge 
Pool Ye« (2 Pools) Yes No No 
Private Shuttle Yes Yes No  No j 
Total Costs Per Month $634 ($317 each) $1352 ($339 each) $1642 ($403 each) SI203 (S401 each) 
Security Deposit : $200 ($100 each) $600 ($150 each) ! 
UKP(I Ofl "i nuik'i 'urvy ,i 
$1292 ($323 each) 
I 
$500 ($167 each) 
Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price! 
Winthrop & Summit  Terrace Apts • Office  400 E. Napoleon Rd • 419.352.91 
Sunday Hours    12 - 3 • www.wmlhioptorr.ic.i.' com • email US   wmthrop@gerdenich com 
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartmtnts 
From Only $490! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
• Private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Pets welcome! 
FREE HEA1 
J 
VAHV7> WUAXI 
AfARTMINTS 
H   GYPSY LAW 
1 PCTCO 
N 
t 
VARSITY SQUARE 
apartments 
419-353-7715 (£> 
HOUSES! 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
'08 - '09 May/Aug. 
Leases Now Available 
Call419-352-9392 
ir www.froboserentals.com 
for current listing 
These houses won't 
last long 
Call TODAY! 
FROBOSE RENTALS 
4« 
